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THE ONLY NEWSPAPER
'

PUBLISHED

CATRON COUNTY.

IN

--

N. M.

IKES ERYE ADVOCATE
TWO

VOL.2

ANn MRS

MR

DOLLARS

A

YEAR

READER

Did you ever stop to think that this newspaper
is YOUR newspaper? WELL. IT I St
U The editor and all his force are working for YOU.
YOU want
They want to build the kind of paper that

Why not help them?
What kind of news do YOU like?
What feature in the paper interests YOU most?
What feature don't YOU like?
These are simple Questions, but they are big ques
tionswith the editor.
Ho ia ononincr his timp. nd monev every day and
every week to make this newspaper the kind of
paper that YOU want in your, home.
Why not co operate?
If somet. ing in the paper pleases YOU, tell the ed

--

I

tor.
If there are articles that don't interest YOU, tell him.
too.nnd tell him why.
Nn two communities are alike. The editor is all the
time studying his tow a and his people.
A word from YOU now and then would help wonder
fully.

If YOU have any suggestions send them in.
This is YOUR paper. Let's make it tha best paper of
any community inj the State.

RESERVE CARNIVAL 1922
Beginning Labor Day, 'Monday,
September Fourth At Reserve.

RESERVE,

Railroad And Coal Strike
Situation At a Glance.
k tukea over
facilities in distributing
food and fuel and oraers all
railroad lines in the U. S. to move
traffic over the most direct router
reirardless of past practice
u
that particular. Hoover plan for
coal rationing is agreed to.
Five companies of state troops
called out by Texas govenor for
railroad strike dnty.
DENNISON UNDER MARTIAL LAW

Dennison, Texas calls for more
troops. Is placed under martial
Uw by order of the srovenor.
l'hJ order includes the entire Ci
ty.
Texas rangers have power to
operate in any part of the state
and may be detailed to duty be
tne martial
yond the limits-"o- f

area.
State rangers ordered to Childress and Sherman uncer oom
law

'

port law. Small squads also sent
to Cleburne,
Temple, Amarilh
and other points.
'
are
Trie raiiroad companies
forming company unioi 8.
fron
Four striking shopmen
New Orleans were arrested at
El Paso on contempt
citation?
wired from the U. S. district
ourt in New Orleans.They wer
ulaced in the county jail- Army officers predict flying
squadron for mails if strike halt

service.
John L. Lewis, head of th
striking miners, declared that
the government's plan to reopen
the coal mines had contribute
toward a pending coal famine
Govener McOray of Indians
ailed a special session of th
egislatureto repeal the minei's
rail

Kentucky troops are ordered
threats against
out, following
n
men at Fonda.
non-unio-

Cattle Suit.
Tried At Hillsboro

$250,000

A suit.based on fraud charges,
n a cuttle deal involving $Z5U,
000 has just been tried befor
Judge Owen at Hillsboro, N

NEW

MEXICO,

Clean U) Day.
The ladies of Kesrve will or
gamze for the purpose of having
the town cleaned
up betore ALabor
..:
n.': I
mni
lay ceieorauon. n.a nupou .u.i
ill will co oorate with them and
give Reserve a clean up that it
.lands very much in need of.

,i

Joe Hale, colored, a cook and
aker. who recently .came here
from El Paso, has opened a res
taurant and bakery in the build
ing formerlv occupied by th
hoe shop. Joe is a splendid cook
and Reserve is glad tr
)
have him.
and-bak-

HAVE ORDERS
FILLED BY MAIL
Gannt,s pharmacy is filling out
if town orders by mail. nis ser
vice has been put into elteet in
irder that those livirg at a distance may avail themselves ol
the ooDortunity to. have their
needs suppled without delay or
1

inconvenience.
See their ad on last
his issue.

No.y
D A

Rain is very badly reeded, the
valley crops are suffering foi
moisture, and tho a large acreage
was planted, unless immediate
SHOW
PICTURE
rains me, the harvest win De
ht. Djb fci this I ict the farmers
The Picture show
Saturday ealize more fully than ever that
will have one of the best lom they must build a storage res
screen, rvoir with which to hold hack
Mix pictures on the
"Chip of The Fit in U".
water for irrigating purposes;
The show will close after Sat then instead of a drouth stricken
commonurday night until Labor day, valley, a prosperous
'
r.
he 4th. 5th. and bth. ol
wealth can be built up.
At that time special
Ims will be shown.
Mr. Hiser W.Elmer and Floyd
There will be a dance at th
hall on the 12th. of August. Brown who hive been working
Refreshments will be served.. on Government trails in the Datil
forest have finished their work
Dance will start at 8:30 P. M.
and returned home.
W. Elmer and J. G. Earl have
the A- - 0- - Reynolds ranch
ranted
500-as- m
3
average
iMyabout
are
and
breaking horses there.
It was the second trial of th
page of

Vic Cufberson,

J.B.

Gilchris1
G. O. f

mi .

ins man who invented the ukulele

juoi uiu in Hawaii.
And thev let him liu. ia
Netf(kld on the ether side,

no, doubt,
help out the tambourine playing
tpooks.

to

if COffea renllv
i.
offL aremanJr PePlc who ahould tr
Many
Mont

k..

h

.woman
r wnn.

nejob

a

holds man-size- d
job
,
j ,if
uo.
me Know one

J twoh"

fr

women

years: holdi"8
t th. .a

iuArTnbjle
an.d

will now
youaro,b'"lng
.uuuim over mere,
,
iney gay a Doop m
jut it h.m .aii ja in poor.
Congress seems to foreet

1,

n

-

popular in
some

..::

.

"'WH,
th.t

th,

"onus.

,.

-

....ciiiivii paraaise is a
place where they've crossed
the mot- tuito with the fish,
a bite
insuring
-very minute.
A steamboat was atmnAoA f
,k
iver and the
could notge. l.er
It. fcvtntuallvcaptain
a harHlm.t in., i. ..
ame on board and smd:
"L'ap'n, I heerd yuu want a pilot?"
Are you a pilot?" wa asked
Ihat.s what ihi:y can me."
' Do
you know where the sand bank
ire that you can get me out'ol he.ei '
No sir, but I know where
they
in't , was the

Womai,

Of
necessary to have an ulcerateo
tooth extracted from which sh
Missionary Council
had been Buffering for some
America
time.
A

of

number of cities were enntKKtijio

ror the next meet inc. incluHmo- Kun
Johnny Anderson ha Francisco;
Alabama; Macon,
eturned
from South Dokou Georgia, andMobile,
San Antonio, Texas.
where she, has been visiting. Shf
The speech follows:
s much "improved in health.
Texas occupies all of the Continent
Johnny wears a broad smile.
f North America except the smaii
Mrs. J. T. AHred of Alma has part set aside for the United Ktur
been confined to her bed with V and CanadaV Texas owns all north ot
ihe, Kio Grande, the only dusty river in
severe attack of sickness.
che world; also the oniv one. with the

Mrs.

possible exception of the Trinity, which

navigable for mudcats and pedes,
Texas is bounded on the north by 25
jr 30 states on the east by all the
in the world except the Pacilic,
md on the south by the Gulf of Mexico and South America, and on the west
oy the Pacilic Ocean, the Milky Way
tnd the sidereal universe.
If Texas were chopped loose from
.he rest of the Uuited States and the
it would float into the
Panhandle,
jcean, as it rests on a vast subterranean sea of fresh water.
Texas is so big that the people in
Brownsville
call" the Dallas people
Vankees; and the citizens of El Paso
sneer at the citizens of Tex ark an h,
l'exas as being big snobs from the
is

trians.

Cost
100

In dry lot, without pasture
Gn blue grass pasture
Oo rape pasture
On clover pasture
On sweet "lover pasture
On alfalfa pasture
Do the school children

per
lbs.

gain.
$4.75
3.41

3.20
3.10
3.00
2.90

of rura.

New Mexico ever commit t'
memory a paragraph combining
he simplicity and shortness of
that one?

o
f irmer w.ts heard to re
mark h it he used a self feedei
in order to get his piirs to market
before the market becomes glut
ted with those that grow slowlv
because they a 'el by hand.

t

One

i

BALL

BASF,

I

I

cir-sing-

i

nla..

evolutio;':-

Annual Convention
Methodist
Women's

???????!!?

a

Will somehnrtv

that the

At The

Quemado

Committeemen.

'

8

EDITORIAL SAYINGS

TIL

Mr. and Mrs. D. L. KilHon ol
Magdalena, were visiting Mr.
Killion'8 sister, Mrs. L. C. Hick
and hei
son, Jr. of Mogollon,
reply.
orother Jim who is working at
'hesaw mill this week.
Miss Thelma Lant found St Speech by a Texas

aep-embe-

Agents Office

od

OF WEEPING

d;

From County

That business i3 coming back is evidenced by the- - optomistic
view taken by financial journals and large city dailies, based On
reports from the Federal Reserve Banks, metal and crop reportrs.
There is a heavy .decrease of unemployment-n- ot
counting that
due to the strike which shows that al industries are on the upgrade
From January to Aot il loans were reduced by the Federal Reserve System Banks $360,000,000, with a deflation for the next
th ee months of only $56,000,000.
This necessarily improves the financial situation and reduces the
drain upon it of heavy loans at high rates of interest. New loans
are smaller in principle as well as in interest.
Copper has sufferred severely, more so than any of the other
bij-tus tries. But the surplus stocks of metal above ground has
been cut from 800 OOO.iKK) pounds to 485.000,000 through sales to
consumers. This means, of course, .that more copper must be
produced.
Crops are in good condition, the supply is adequate and the
demand heavy. There is also every indication of a good cattle
market by next spring.

NO NEED

Pioneer 8 day, July L4th. wis
Killed liy Horse.
with tn
celebrated
fittingly
N. M. July
29th.
Datil.
aporopriate program and sport)-- . Eusebo Madril while riding hors
-The MmxwvII orchestsa f ui back under a clothes line wav
nished music for two dancte. caught by the nei k and dragged
from his horse to the ground
His foot hung in the stirrup anc
the
Seventy-fiv- e
first
years ago
he was dragged and kicked t
pioneers entered Salt Lake Valley, death,
finding, only desert. Since that
Funeral Services were heir
time, to a very great extent, the
today.
has
been
entire valley
put under
cultivation and the desert has
the residents havbeen cha- g-Glenwood
ing made it a well develaped and
Mart Hudson, 14 year old sor
wealthy country.
A number oflpeople came from of Mrs. Ed Hudson was severely
Alpine, Arizona by auto to at injured Sunday morning last
while era. king a Jord. His wrist
tend the celebration.
was badly broispdand dislocated.
Most of the boys are bus.
gathering steers with which fr
Mrs. C. E, Tipton and daugh
fill August contra, t
o be deliveters, Mrs. Chas. Bridges, art
.
red within the next tew week
visiting Mrs, Earl Guilson anc
family, another daughter, livirg
t the Mogollori saw mill.
Those attending the late quar
L
S.
conference
the
of
terly
church in St. Johns, report one o
Mr. and Mrs. Fryer and their
the most enjoyable times of their two daughters. Elizabeth ant
Apostle James t,. jean, were visiting inends in
experience.
was the
principal Pleasanton
Talmnge
Valley
Saturday
speaker.
afternoon.

nd Herndon of the
attle company of Grant county;
Sheriff McGrath of Silver
R.
P, Pankey, cousin of
Jity,
reached.
was
decinion
Governor
Lieut
Pankey ;Ed Jame-- f
The plaintiff was Mr. Ann
,
James Brothers Cattle Co.;
S Houewell. widow of Col.W.S
ft. L. Nations and Charles Hiler
Hopewell, who died three year- the trial.
ago. Col H ipewell was one of ittended
Adeqnate" arrangements will be made to feed the crowd.
known
the
most
and
widely
Bring your bed and a smile.
cat
perhaps the most pictures
Definite daily schedule will appear in the next issue of The tlemen.
Hog Pasture And Profite.
railroadman and politician
United States senate votes to
Advicsite.
of Nw Mexico. He built the olace duty of 33 cents on wool
The hog is a grazing animal.
The County Fair C immittee is composed of the following named New Mexico Central.
which is 8 cents higher then
This statement, printed in
is
Hermosa
the
The defendent
.
persons:
by the
proposed
a foot high, should ,oe
letters
Land and Cattle Co, and J. A.
on gieat motto cards and
placed
Issues
Neblett
Millionaire.
Cleveland
Wigmore,
1
Judge
A. Jessen,
last-in- ?
Chairman,
appear in all places where
The trustee for Mrs Hooewell
Injunction To Prevent
T. C. Turk,
Vice Chairman,
as to the facts
imnrcsaions
Violence In Railroad Shop of animal husbandry are supp
brought '.the suit tu forecloses
N. B. Smith.
Treasurer.
chattel mortgage for $75,000.
Strike.
ed to be made, says Mr. C. A.
The suit was defended on the
order differs McNabb, of the New Mexi o
Neblett's
Judge
ground that at the time when from the customary injunction
Agricultural College. By this
the deal was concluded Colonel
kind. It makes it th method we miVht coun enctour
of
this
HopeweMhad bribed Wignrtore's
of the U. S. marshall and oast century 6f wrong thinking
agent by paying him $10,000, duty
his
R.
Gaunt.
deputies to see that it it c 1'icerning the h g; tha it was
J,
that the number of cattle owned
and to arrest or cause t reated to' cash in"on America's
enforced,
- H. C. Fraser.
3.000
head
at the time was only
be
arrested
to
any person or leadership in Indian corn.
There will be three days of fun and entertainment. Those who instead of the 6 000 which he persons caught in the act of dis
The following
sold on
paragraph,
delivery, and in- and to bring such summarizing tests made bv an
feel that they can throw a rope, ride a bronc or do other stun I afaarf nfrqngemilaa
nf fanro the obeying,
thbefore
i
Der-o,or uersohs
which call for skill and experience will hrive an opportunity tul Wfr nmv 4R mil
agricultural college on the effect
court.
of various pastures on pork
demonstrate their proclivities tor such work.
Cowboys, foreman and cattle- The order puts the duty of oroduction, contains a sermon
Geo. Whitten says he has a horse that no one can ride with
well worth remembering. Except
th-r;
testifv to the
Make him piove it.
of leavlnii for the a ture,
s. marhai.int-thjt
the hogs were
fed uniformly on shelled corn
and meatmeal.
altho his tax returns showed !0Deye:

Business Coming Back.

AND THE

WORLD SMILE'S WITH YOU

TSvf'iyJX

LUNA

Local Items

Preaiienl Haiui'

PROGRAM WILL INCLUDE:

,

COUViY.

road

qualification law and to enac
such other legislation as is necessary to meet the coal 'strika

Speeches.
Bronco Busting.
. Free Barbecue,
Bal! Games
Matched
Aeroplane Stunt?.
Girls Race3
Novelty Race
Calf Roping Contests.
Greaierl Pole Cotefta.
Movies and Dancing.

CATRON

SMILE

There was no game last Sunday because of fact that th
Magdalena team found it impossible to get here.

el-.e- te

east,

The chief occupation of the peopie of
is to keep from making all the
jioney in the world. The chief pursuit
the
jf
people of Texas was formerly
Mexicans, but now it is land buyers ,
iteers, and Texas crop records.
The United States with Teias off
vould look like a three-legge- d
Boston
Texas

Terrier.

Unless your front gate is 18 miles
;'rom your front door you do not belong
to society as coustituted in Texas.
Idrs King's gate is 150 miies from hti

;'ront door, and she is thinking of mov-n- g
her house back so that she will not
je annoyed by passing automobiles and
peddlers.
Other Texas landlords have wholi
.nountain ranges and rivers on thei
ranches. One Texan has forty miles innavigable rivers on his farm. If the
proportion of cultivated land in Texs:
ere the same as in Illinois the valu,
)f Texas crops would equal that of tin

other states.
Texas has enough land to suppl
every man, woman and child in tl t
or!d with a tract of five feet I
twenty feet, and have enongh left ov i
for the Rrmies of the world to man)
around the border five abreast.
Texas grows enough alfalfa, whicl ,
if baled aud built into a stairwaj
would reach to the pearly
gates.
We're distressed about the liveatocl .
If all the hogs in Texas were one
og he would be able to dig the Panama
tunjiallin tnree roots.
Texas steers were one steer,
If
he would stand with his front feet in
che Guif of Mexico, one hind foot in
Hudson Bay and the other in the Arc-li- e
Ocean; and with his tail brush off
the mist from the Aurora Boreal is.
forty-seve- n

,

"MERCHANDISING IN ALL ITS BRANCHES"
Armor Plate Hose,
Hamilton Brown Shoes,
Levi Strauss Overalls,
Big Yank Shirts,
Hodkins Gloves,
Remington Cutlery
Schillings And
Hyer's Boots,
Del Monte Products.
Stetson Hats,
WATCH FOR OUR NEXT AD. IT WILL INTEREST YOU.

New

Political Party

In ,New

T.

B.

Mexico

Crabb, author of "Tre

Birds I View", in the Albuquer
que Herald, is responsible for
new political
party , in New
himselJ
Mexico and announces
as candidate for gov. r.i r.
He will givo us all the dope it.
an early issne of the Herald.
We hope he does not
crab

the whole act.

THE RESERVE

GOOD

--

You Auto Know

Certain Type of Drivers Cannot
Resist Temptation to Fool
With Carburetor.

ROADS FRIABLE

Some Sections of Bates Experimental
Road Break Under Traffic of
v
Light Truck.

GRIND

United States Department
(Preparta by the
of Agriculture.)
Some of the lighter sections of tho
Bates experimental road fulled under
the traffic of light trucks driven along
the edge of the surfaces on the first
da; of the test. The road, which was
especially constructed for the experiments now being conducted by the
state highway department of Illinois
with the bureau of
la
public roads, United States Depart
ment of Agriculture, Is two miles long
and consists of numerous sections of
different types of construction.
On March SO, the day the road was
opened for the tests, 12 trucks with
bodies removed to make a load of
2.500 Dounds on each rear wheel were
started on trips, which will continue
lncreaslne loads until the suit- ability of each type Is determined. The
trucks were driven so that the outside
wheels were on the edire of the duv- lng, and almost Immediately some of
the sections began to fall. This was
expected, as the sections were of light
design and Intended to demonstrate
the futility of such construction.
The road will be subjected to a nura
ber of tests under the destructive
pounding of the trucks, and it s ex- Tiected that inucii vaiusnie inrorniH'

VALVES

WHEN NEEDED

Compound Must Be Carefully Wiped
Out at Finish, Otherwise Cylinder
Walla Will Be Worn Out-P- lug
Up Openings.

There Is a certain type of motorcar
driver who, whenever the engine
doesn't perform properly, Immediately
begins to adjust the carburetor.
An
other type files a dollar's worth of
metal from the Interrupter points. And
still another wants to grind the valves
every other dny.
These fellows nre engine tensers
an(l D0 matter what Is wrong with the
car t,iey '"Ink adjusting the cnrbure-wltfor grinding the valves or Aline the
interrupter points will make the enBine well again. Consequently they
usually have a faulty car because
theT persist In teasing It
constantly,
Don't Grind Valves,
Don't grind your valves until thev
actually need it. Don't be forever
fussing with the engine. Don't Imagine that every little trouble has Its
origin In the engine It will get you
Into trouble if you do.
I have seen cases where vnlves have
been ground so deep In the casting
that the sent was at the bottom of a
well," and when the valve was
pushed open there was very little
space for the passage of exhaust
gnses, writes B. W. Cooke, president
of the Coyne Trade and Engineering
A little more
school, in an exchange.
grinding would have worn through the
costings and left no sent at all.
If the valve sets In the cylinder
cnre should be taken to plug up all
f openings lending to the cylinder so
t
ht
that no grinding compound may work
Inside.
Also, the grinding compound
must be carefully wiped out at the fin
ishotherwise It will keep on grind
ing nnd wear out the cylinder walls.
It Is well to check tip the push rod
clearance before nnd after valve
grinding; before, because there may
not be enough clearance to allow the
valve to seat, thus causing the leak
which appears to make grinding nec- essnry afterward, because there mav
be a slight lowering of the valve, mak
ing adjustment necessary.
Grinding Is Harmful.
Method of Obtaining
Deflection and
Before grinding make sure thnt the
Deformat'on of Pavement Under valve needs It and do not grind any
Has Been Re more man is
Load When
necessary. After you
moved.
have ground enough to give a tight
tkn will f g:iined for use In future seat ail further effort expended is
road const nu t inn. In addition to spe waste. In addition, it is harmful to
cialists assigned to investigate soil the engine.
Therefore grind ynur vnlves onlv
conditions, temperature effects, and
other factors, live engineers ore con- when they need It, but do not grind
stantly observing the effect as the them on general principles or longer
trucks continue their dally grind. The than to make a perfect seat. And
experiments will continue until nil the don't be an engine teaser.
sections have been thoroughly tested.

J.l

f

h

(Copyright,

1922.

Syndicate.

PLAN TO

by

The
Inc.)

PREVENT

PLAN FOR IMPROVING STOCK

BOOM

IN

MATERIAL TESTING

(Prepared bjr the United St. lei Department
or Agriculture.)
Improve
Recognizing that live-stoc- k
ment Is beneficial to the meat trade as

well as to producers of animals,
butchers are becoming Interested lu
the better-sire- s
idea. A progressive
firm of butchers in a small Ohio city
seeks to better the live stock of that
locality by a plan described In the fol
lowing letter to the United States De
partment of Agriculture:
"While we have never made a bust
ness of dealing In purebred live stock,"
says the writer, "we have nlways en
couraged their use. We try to keep a
line on
young bulls In our
vicinity, and whenever we buy an ani
mal for slaughter we use our best ef
forts to have him replaced with some
We believe this plan
thing better.
will help to build up the quality of
cattle in the neighborhood, to the ad
vantage of both ourselves and the
farmers.
'When we kill an animal that has
an exceptionally good 'dress' we display the carcass In our window, giving
on a card the age, live weight, dressed
weight and the percentage of dressed
meat In this way we advertise to
producers that they get more live
weight and we get more dressed
stock than from
weight from
Inferior stock of the same age. We
have demonstrated also the superiority
of veal calves from
parents,
and have shown that they mean more
to the farmer In dollars and cents
than the other kind."
In commenting on the plan, live
stock specialists In the bureau of ani
mal Industry point out that small
town butchers are In a position to help
well-bre-

Wheeler

SKIDDING

Readjustment of Radius or Torque
Rods Will Remedy Defect, Sel- - dom Suspected.
When an automobile skids with the
least cause and sometimes apparently
without cnuse, the radius rods or
torque tubes which bold the rear axle
perpendicular to the center of the car
are the reason. A bend or Incorrect
adjustment of one of these rods throws
the center of the axle around and the
wheels do not track, but tend to roll

The great boom In highway build
ing which has come since the federal- nld act of 1910 has led to an Increase
In the facilities for testing highway
materials. The bureau of public roads
of the United Slates Department of
Agriculture keeps In touch with all
laboratories which test material for
federal-airoads and reports that the
number bus grown from a scattered
few In 1!10 to at least one In every
state with two exceptions. They are
distributed ns follows: State highway

department laboratories 20, university
laboratories -- 7, and commercial laboratories 21, n total of OH.
Conditions have become such that It
Is practically n necessity for each
state to lmve moans of quick testing
In order not to delay work. In passing on materials the laboratories are
governed by the Idea that rends must
be constructed with nmterlals close at
band wherever possible and give
for the use of such material
where It Is suitable.

In an independent course. The rear
end is naturally Inclined to follow the
wheels and skidding is the result.
This Is one of the seldom suspected
causes of skidding and the remedy Is
to take accurate measurements from
the yoke-holt- s
at, each side of the front
axle to the rear axle and adjust or
straighten the rods as required until
the measurements are exactly alike.
G. A. Luers in Popular Science Month
ly.

AdJTTM3DfLE
Oil the springs.

Adjust the carburetor.

In

It Is bad for the tires to force them
to carrv more weieht than they are
Intended to bear.

If the car Is covered by insurance, notify the agent as

as

Should Be Remedied,

Zinc oxide or lampblack Is used
tires to toughen the tread.

dent.

soon

Incorrect Adjustment of the Torque
Rods Will Cause Skidding
and

Flush out the rudlntor and clean
cooling system thoroughly.

Administer first aid to the Injured.
Equip the car with a small
case of first-aimaterials.
Get the names and addresses
of nil who actually saw the acci-

possible.

Clear the road so that traffic,
If It Is restricted or blocked, can
be resumed.
The nearest automobile will
volunteer to rush the Injured one
to the nearby hospital or physician's ofllce.
--

-

The best and most reliable brakes
are In the motorist's brain and his
hands on the wheel.
A good compound for use on termi
nals, connecting bars and other bat
tery fixings Is made by melting small
pieces of sealing wax In alcohol.

..""'

GIRLS LEARN AUTO - MECHANIC

TRADE

Brothers of Gladewater, Tex., Have "Bull-

d

DISCOVERED

AT CAMP

to Sing
Boys Teach Amphibians
Neighbors Gather Nightly to Hear
Unusual Concert Diva Into Baptismal Waters at Church.
Tex. The
Gladewatcr,
"bullfrog
quartette" of the McOInnls brothers
of this city Is the very latest sensation In musical circles. So popular has the "frog quartette" become
that no musical entertainment or
church service Is complete without a
couple of contributions by the erst
while denizens of the Sandy Creek

John and

eighteen-year-ol-

Difficulty is being experienced by
many farmers In obtaining work horses
needed. This fact has been made clear
to W. H. Peters, chief of the animal
husbandry division of the University
of Minnesota, by the number of inqulries made by him and members of
hl staff as to the available supply of
rar
horses.
There Isn't any doubt that for the
last two years the number of colts
raised has been less than the number
of horses that have died," said Professor Peters. "Is the Inevitable result of this condition already making
itself evident? If this condition Is
maintained an acute shortage of work
horses Is bound to result.
Farmers who have good sound
mares will find It profitable to breed
them. This will be particularly true
tf the mares CBn be mate(J to a good
souna stallion or desirable draft type.
In communities where such a stallion
Is not available any farmer with a half
dozen or more mores will find It profitable to purchase and keep such a
horse."

new method of designating
highways by numbers, officially adopted by the New Knglund states to replace the color band system, is reWhen
markable for Its simplicity.
fully carried out It will provide a com-flet- e
and comprehensive plan possible
extension throughout the country,
The numbers have already been assigned to most of the main trunk
routes by the highway commissioners.
The

-

Farmer Should Determine Number of
Head of Cattle to Keep by
Available Feed.
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Road Mileage of Country.
Road mllenre in the United States
per square mile area Is .739. England
has 2.57 miles of road per square mile
area, nnd France 1.75.
Winnipeg Has Widest Streets.
Winnipeg, Canada, claims to have
the widest streets of any city In

It is

our own fault.

flow would you like to nave your car repaired by a member of the fair
sex? Thnt Is Just what is being done In Milwaukee. Girls from many sections of the city are learning the
trade, so It will not be long
before your bin will be cared for by woman terself.
The picture shows a Milwaukee young lady hard at work on the bottom
c

f

To Have a Clear Sweet Skin
Touch pimples, redness, roughness
or Itching, If any, with Cutlcura Ointment, then bathe with Cutlcura Soap
and hot water. Rinse, dry gently and
dust on a little Cutlenra Talcum to
leave a fascinating fragrance on skin.
Everywhere 25c each. Advertisement

car.

The number of live stock which a
farmer feeds on his farm should be
determined by the amount of home
grown feeds which he has on hand,
and the price which he can get for
these feeds if sold on the market.
As a general rule live stock will
market home grown feeds at a profit
If the live stock Is given a square
deal; but it is out of the question
to expect scrub stock to be economical users of feeds.

fat

Just how to establish such a
department and maintain it at a
high level of efficiency it told by

Radio Merchandising
The

y

Magazine

of the adio Industry

One dollar will bring it to you
Three dollar
for four month
a year.

Radio Publishing Corporation
Incorporated
Dept.26, 342 Madison AreNew York City
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for Economical Transportation

The

World's Lowest Priced
QUALITY Automobile

525:

o. b.

This leadership has come only from sheer superiority in value
per dollar of price. Price, operation and maintenance considered,
your dollar buys the most transportation in a Chevrolet.
Equipment and accessories considered, Chevrolet is the lowest
priced car made.
Chevrolet is ALL THERE as sold nothing more to buy but
tne license, gasoline and oil.

Comparisons Sell Chevrolet
Btindtrd Rear Axle Construction.
Strong, Quiet Spiral Bevel Gears.

Standard Transmission

peedi forward and on reverse.

thf

Standard Cooling System
radiator
large,
and fan.
Standard Doors two on roadster
coupe, 'and light delivery, four on
touring and sedan.
Demountable Rims with extra rim.

"Carry

Me

Back to 01' Virglnny."

singing at th
Baptist church the
bright - bellied,
Intelligent - looking
crokers were arranged along the railWhen they coming of the baptlsmnl.
pleted rendering "Carry Me Back to
01' Virglnny" and responded to an encore with "Old Black Joe" they dived
Into the baptismal waters and no
amount of persuasion could get them

out.
The McGlnnls brothers are training
a second set of frogs for a quartette.
A Joint concert will probably be held
at the church within a month.

b

Standard Instrument Board
.

speed-

ometer, ammeter, oil pressure gauge,

lighting and starting switch, and
choke pulL

Standard Brakint Sya tern foot
service brake, hand emergency brake.
Standard Electrical System Starter, storage battery, electric lights.

Immunizing Against Cholera.
When Immunizing hogs against
Syndicate Buys 150,000 Acres.
cholera do not make Injections in the
Los Angeles, Cal. An English synham or shoulder as this lowers the
value of those portions of the carcass. dicate, headed by the dnke of Argyll,
ranch,
Inject serum In the flank or between has bought the Button Willow
comprising 150,000 acres, In the Son
the fore legs.
Joaquin valley of California, for a consideration of $12,000,000, according to
Oats Not Fattening.
advices received here. The ranch was
Oats make a very poor feed for part of the Miller & Lux holdings. It
fattening cattle, as they are so bulky Is the intention of the purchasers to
that the cattle cannot eat enough of subdivide and put the property on the
them to put on the necessary amount market.

of

.

Soldier's Honor.
of the soldier Mnlllet,
who was sentenced In 1915 to death In
contumaciam for having deserted to
the enemy, lias now definitely been
cleared of all stain by the Mourges
Military tribunal. Malllet's case was
pathetic. He fell In battle und his body
was afterward identified among others
burled at Auberlve on the Marne. On
hearing that her husband was a deand bunions, gives Instant relief to Smarting, serter Mttillet's wife died of grief and
Aching, Swollen feet. 1,600,000 pounds of her two orphan boys were taken care
powder for the feet were used by our Arm of
by their grandfather. The comand Navy during; the war. Advertisement.
mune of Checy, his native village,
now lays claim to the honor of pay
Thoughts of a Middle-AgeGuy.
and fat, the young pass ing for their upkeep.
me Ity;
Tiii the mlddle-awguy.
Expert Aviators.
Wife Doesn't time fly quickly!
Iditflls carved In solid rock would be
Hub Yes, ami money is a good sco
hard tilings to carry around with us. ond down here at the seashore.

pumpcir-culatio-

it

Hitting Rock In Road.
The first time we hit a rock In the
road It Is an accident, the second, time

Postponed Repentance.
'
There was a man out In Wisconsin
who went to a revival meeting and
was pressed to repent. He wavered
for a time and finally arose and said:
"Friends, I want to repent and tell
bow bad I have been, but I dasn't dc
it when the grand Jury is In session."
'The Lord will forgive," the revival
ist shouted.
'Probably He will," answered the
sinner; "but He ain't on that grand
Jury." Boston Transcript.

honey-com-

Adopted by
England States to Replace
Color System.

Apparatus will be sold to
millions of people this
fall and winter. Have
you considered the advantages to your general
business of installing
a Radio department?

New Superior Model Breaking All Sales
Records of Standard Fully Equipped Cars

r

Officially

RADIO

A

FOOT-EAS-

ROAD DESIGNATED BY NUMBER

New

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTOBIA, that famous old remedy
for Infants and children, and see that It
Bears the
Signature of
In Use for Over 30 Years.
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria

There With Advice.
'I knew It would happen!" ex
and
Joe McGlnnls, twenty
claimed Mr. Gruinpson.
singers of note, spend
"Well?"
In
the woods
a good deal of their time
"After reading one Issue of a radio
camping. Several weeks ago the boys
magazine he thinks his middle name Is
noticed that there were four frogs In Marconi."
Birmingham
the creek which stuck pretty close
together and that their voices were
DOES IT
ALLEN'S
They lay
easily distinguishable.
When ihoei pinch or corns and bunions
awake at night listening to these frogs. ache,
ret a package of ALLEN'S FOOTa
The boys started singing "Carry Me EASE, the antiseptic powder to be ihaken Into
It takes the sting- out of corns
the shoe
marshes.

MARKET HOME GROWN FEEDS
New Method

-

frog Quartette."

Back to 01' Virglnny" one evening.
They sang a couple of times Just to
while awajf the time.
well-breThey were astonished an hour later
when they heard the bullfrogs croak
ing away on the same tune, picking It
well-bre- d
up little at a time.
The next night the boys sang the
same song three or four times, at In
tervals of an hour, with the bullfrog
quartette practicing on it between
times. This continued for four nights,
when the bullfrogs could actually
carry the tune" to the melody.
The boys went home and told the
story. Six of the most representative
men In Gladewater accompanied them
to the creek for a "bullfrog concert."
There, arranged on a log In proper
musical order, were the four massive
bullfrogs, singing "Carry Me Back to
01' Virglnny," Just nbout as well as
The voices of the
any quartette.
tenor frog, the bass frog, the bari
tone frog and the second tenor frog
stood out clearly.
The McGlnnls brothers decided to
capture the frogs. They had no trouble.
They stayed for the night and when
the frog concert by
First Cross Shorthorn Steer Obtained they Interrupted
"Old Black Joe," the four bullby Using a Purebred Sire With a singing
frogs hopped off the log and came to
Common Cow.
where the boys were. In on hour's
In influencing the quality of future time they were piping along on strains
generations of cattle and hogs that of "Old Black Joe" with the McGlnnls
come to their cutting blocks. The plan brothers.
They were brought home,
as presented by the firm of butchers and since then they have been in in-- .
quoted Is In accord with methods of tense training from an artificial pond
live-stoc- k
improvement advised by the In the back yurd at the McGlnnls home.
The "bullfrog quartette" now sings
department.
four tunes, and the neighbors gather
in nightly to hear them.
ACUTE SHORTAGE OF HORSES
When the McGlnnls brothers take
the bullfrogs out for entertainments
Farmers Experience Difficulty In Ob each Is placed on a pedestal.
Last Sunday when the "bullfrog
taining Animals Required for
Farm Work,
quartette" was the feature of the

Take an Inventory of the toolbox
and accessories.

Accidents Will Happen.

Increase in Facilities Has Grown Rap
idly In Past Few Years In
Different States.

McGmnis

Progressive Firm of Butchers In Ohio
Hit on Novel Soheme to Build
Up Quality.

ti

f:u2

HAVE A RIVAL
Si

Of 4

hLr

Important to Mothers

"JAZZ" BANDS

LIVE STOCK
FACTS

ten
That some cart have
dency to leak oil from the right- hand wheel housing, even when
no excess of lubricant Is apparent anywhere else. This Is
due to the fact that the right
side of the car Is usually at a
lower level than the left, espe
cially when driving along coun
try roads where macadam Is designed to shed water Into the
ditches on cither side. As a re
sult of this leakage, the rl hthand brake band Is often cov
ered with a thin film of oil which
prevents It from functioning
properly.
A
simple remedy for this Is to
wrap a long strip of thin felt
around the shaft, starting from
the wheel end and working In a
direction opposite to the forward
motion of the wheel, covering
the axle for a distance of about
The felt should
eight Inches.
then be fastened to the shaft
with shellac and held In place
by cord, tied around It several
times. When the shaft Is turned,
the effect of this is to force the
oil back toward the differential
and away from the brukes.

HAVE POOR CARS

NEW MEXICO

Jjf

ENGINE TEASERS

PAAm
LieHT-EDGE- D

-

ADVOCATE. RESERVE.

n,

Standard Type of Carburetor, with

exhaust beater.

d
Motor
Powerful,
the same type as used in successful
cars selling at much higfier.pricee.
Valve-In-Hea-

Many Qther Advantages which will
be noticed on inspection, comparison
nd demonstration.

Investigate the Difference
Before You Buy

Chevrolet Motor Company, Detroit, Michigan

Division of General Motors Corporation
World'! tergeit Manu. There are 3,000 Chevrolet Application! will be ConilJtred
V!f SV.'.'JB .w Prce1 Dealer, and Service Station! from High Grade Dealer! in
Automobiles
Throughout the World ritoriee not Adequately Covered
Dealer Inquiries Should Ba Addressed to

Chevrolet Motor Company

v

1833 Wazee Street, Denver, Colorado

6Se?

"Oh, you can never fool my Ma,
I know just what she'll say,
That that'i at much like Faultless Starchy
Ai night-tun- e
is like day."

af

THE RESERVE

MOISTURE

POROUS TILE IS

WILL ANSWER

OF SOIL INCREASED

ANY W0MA1

NOT BEST DRAIN
Organic Matter

WHO WRITES
Farmers Stick to
Belief That Water

Many
Woman Restored to Health by Lydia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
Makes This Offer
Cumberland, Md. "My mother gave
me Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Cam
iiiiiiiimimiiiimi1 pound when 1 was

between thirteen
and fourteen years
old and was going to

because I

school,

suffered with pains
and could not rest, I
did not have any
more trouble after
that until I was married, then I always
was troubled in my
back while carrying
a child and could not
do my work until I took the Vegetable
Compound. Iam strong, do all my wash-ta- g
and ironing and work for seven
children and feel fine. I always have an
easy time at childbirth and what it did
for me it will do for other women. I am
willing to answer any woman if she
will write asking what it did for me."
Mrs. John Heier, 63 Dilley St.,
Cumberland, Md.
During girlhood and later during
motherhood Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound brought relief to Mrs.
Heier. Her case is but one of many wo

ed

Enters Through Wails.
POROSITY NOT GOOD QUALITY

Little Conilderation Should Convince
Most Skeptical That Openings Afford Ample Space for Ad- mission of Moisture.

'

(Prepared

the United Statea Department
of Agriculture.)

bjr

beliefs lu
Amons the
connection with the action of tile
drains Is the one that the water enters not through the open spaces in
Joints but through the walls of the
tile. The fact that drains composed
of hard burned, or even glazed tile are
found to operate as well as the most
porous ones has not served completely to dispel this delusion, suys
the bureau of public roads, United
OcStates Department of Agriculture.
casionally this view is set forth by
Tile makers even advertise
writers.

constantly Publish recommending our
Vegetable Compound. She is willing to
answer your letter. Write to her.

-

"""-
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The Best Club.

dropped into a New York
store to buy a driver. "This club Is
off balance," he remarked to the clerk
as he juggled a
brussle.
"That Is a splendid club. Let me
have It, please," said the clerk nervously, piquing the curiosity of the
shopper. The manager, an old friend
of the golfer, happened along Just

,m

$

,i

A .golfer

...

-

r

k

then.

"Bill," asked the customer, "what
the deuce Is the matter with .this
club?
Just heft the darned thing.
It's all off balance."
Bill looked wise and lie looked all
round carefully, then he replied In a
stage whisper: "Pete, that Is the best
club In the bag.
It holds just two
drinks of hooch.
See, here, how the
handle Is hollowed out."
And Scotland was vindicated.
One woman In every six In India Is
widow.

ARE YOU GIVING OUT 7

ik

A Colorado Case

Liver

The National Remedy of Holland for
centuries and endorsed by Queen WUhel-mln- a.
At all druggists, three sizes.
Look for the name Gold Medal on every bos
and accept no imitation

Ttig

Freckles Positively Removed

h Dr. Bern's Freckle Ointment, livtni beautiful
Your drutrefst or br mall 65ct lend for
complexion.
fee- - booklet. IX. b. n Berry uo., if fa ancnigiM an., mhsbsv

West Texas Military Academy
San Antonio. Texas wtnTeu
Affiliated with the UniTewlty of Texas,
West Point, Annapolis and leading Institutions of tbe United States. A roar officer
' detailed
Uniform
by War Department.
eqnlpmentisaned by Government. Separate
Junior SchooL Swimming FooL Athletic
Field, Champions of Football and BasebalL
Opens SEPT. ft. Write for new Illustrated
catalogue. rfeTUAi.wiaLtaULA.aiB.Baps.

b.o.t.0.

HEMSTITCHING and PICOTINO ATTACHPrice
2;
MENT; fits ail sewing machines.
LIGHTS MAIL ORDEK
checks 10c extra.
ALA.
HOUSE, Bos 117, BIRMINGHAM,

Department
(Prepared by the United Statea
ot Agriculture. I
to
In addition
uddlng plunt food to
the soil and Improving Its texture,or- gr.nlc matter, supplied by green-m- a
nure crops, stuble manure, or In any
the
other form, adds greutly t
moisture-holdin- g
capacity. It has been
shown, says the United States Department of Agriculture, that while
100 pounds of sand can hold only 25
pounds of water and 100 pounds of
clay 50 pounds, the same weight of
humus or decaying organic matter will
hold 190 pounds.
Clay soil containing organic mat
ter Is more friable than similar soil
without organic matter. When the
organic matter is entirely removed
the clay remains compact during
When the orfreezing and thawing.
ganic matter is returned the soil crum
bles after freezing, Just as the original soil.
Not only do the higher plants grow
better In a soli rich In orgnnlc matter, but the activities of the soli bacteria are largely dependent on the supply of decaying vegetable matter
These bacteria need food and air.
Their food is the dead vegetable matter, which they break down and make
available to the higher plants. Most
beneficial bacteria use air, and this
they find more abundantly In a soil

supplied with organic matter than In
stiff clays poor In it. In sandy soils
there Is air enough, but the addition
of humus helps to hold moisture ana
so benefits the bacteria as well as the
higher plants.
HOLDER FOR HENS

Device Takes Up No Floor Space, but
Is Easily Accessible Also
Holds Water.

'

,Xjf&i:f:
-

Place Tile as Close Together as Pos
sible for Best Results.

hard-burne-

COLD MEDAL

"

Women Must Carefully Consider Complexion In Making Choice of
Tint to Be Worn.

DRY MASH

six-inc-h

Keep the vital organs healthy by
regularly taking the world's standard remedy for kidney, liver,
bladder and uric acid troubles

--

Activities of Bacteria largely Depend
ent on Supply of Decaying Material Food and Air of
Great Importance.

In a dry mash
holder for poultry Is reached In the
device shown below. The slats open
to receive the mash and the bottom
of the frame when closed makes a
guard to keep the hens from throwing
the feed out of the box. The feeder
takes up no floor room, but is perfectly accessible to the fowls because
the brackets that hold it up extend for--

MOTION

PICTURE SHOWS BEE

for Requeenlng Colony From
Time to Time and Proper Management Is Shown,

Need

I

LOOSE HAY HARD TO HANDLE
Use of Press Makes It Comparatively
Easy Matter to Store and

FROCK

All the shades of purple are to be
(nlensely fashionable this summer in
outdoor garb. Purples, violets, lavender, orchid nnd mauve are replacing
the strong yellow tones which ran riot
a year ago. In the exclusive shops
violet silk 'sweaters pose beside silk
ginghams of checked lavender and

Work Brains
Not Digestion

white; and there are enchanting pastime hats of purple straw trimmed
with bunches of panna violets, for
wear wllh violet homespun suits and
with frocks of lavender handkerchief

linen.
Now to wear any shade of purple
successfully one must be either vivid
und dark In coloring with clear skin
and dark hair and eyebrows; or
ethereal If the blonde type. Sallow
brunettes and faded blondes are at
their very worst In any shade of violet,
mauve or lavender. So every woman
who hankers after a purple outfit Is
looking to her complexion these days.
There is something In the very suggestion of lilac or lavender that calls
up a thought of unusual daintiness
and rather spiritual loveliness. Imagine a ruddy-face- d
fat woman in mauve
or orchid.
Or a thin, sallow-face- d
woman in a hat heaped with violets!
To wear violet or any of Its shadings
one must be youngish and
and dainty, or of that elderly type
which hns daintiness and grace combined with silvery hair and a complexion not time or weather beaten.
If you want to look poetic In lavender this summer, begin now nnd diet.
Avoid butter and gravy and let up a
bit on red meats. And never think of
chocolate In candy or cake or sundaes.
Consume plenty of fresh salads and
fruit. Drink milk rather than coffee.
Take salted nuts Instead of dessert
you'll be Just as well satisfied. And
you'll see your face taking more deli
cate contours almost Immediately and
a sweeter fairness. Try to be in bed
by 10 o'clock at least three nights a
week this to make your eyes brighter
nnd more soft and liquid as young
eyes are.
And give a little personal attention

FEATHERS

AND

FLOWERS

HERE'S

almost un

Feather are employed
expected manner on this original parasol. A double ruching of silk follows
the outline, while beautifully blended
Mowers adorn one corner. The orchid
hat Is embroidered In wool.
In

There's

Bee keepers will be Interested In a
new motion picture prepared by the
United States Department of AgriculCAMAS POISONOUS TO STOCK
ture showing the best practice In
handling bees and the control of bee Heaviest Losses Caused Among Sheep
The film, which Is called
diseases.
Flocks
Deadly Species Are
"Keeping Bees at Work," is Intended
Now Recognized.
to supplement a picture entitled "Bees
V
How They Live and Work," Issued
Death camas, of which there are
.orae ttme ago for more popular use.
four principal species In the range
The new picture shows the need for country of the West, although causing
requeenlng the colony from time to heaviest losses among sheep, are also
time, the way to prepare the bees for poisonous to horses and cattle. Under
wintering, the time to unpack the range conditions cattle are seldom
lives, the control of the swarm, and poisoned. Horses are frequently made
The sick, but deaths are rare. A few cases
other details of management.
fact that the bureau of entomology
are known where persons have been
will examine samples of combs to
fatally poisoned by the weed. Children
Identify diseases and advise on their have eaten the bulbs out of curiosity
control Is brought out.
and adults have gathered the plant,
The film is in one reel, and may be mistaking it for the edible sego. The
borrowed by extension workers and United States Department of Agricuothers entitled to the privilege, or lture has not found n remedy for poiprints may be purchased for approxisoning by death camas, but the deadmately the cost of making them, ly species are now recognized, and
wblt Is f bout $37.
ranchers may safeguard their flocks.

Winter with its harsh
hours and lack of fresh
air, its heavy, rich foods, and the lack
of perspiration through cold months
when one lives mostly In dry, artificial heat, has taken its toll out of
the complexion. It needs warm water
and cleansing cream every night; and
perhaps If one is over 30 a good
tissue cream three times a week.
Stroke the cream gently over and
under the eyes to remove the puffy,
baggy look caused by late hours, and
stroke upward from the chin to coax
away any tendency toward sagging
and resultant "Jowls" that spoil the
delicacy of contour that becomes violet
to the skin.
winds, Its

late

fatigue-resistin-

Little

Sun-Ma-

id

Sun-Maid-

Curious Fire Engine.
What might be described as a double-tandem
bicycle, with four wheels arPlay Frocks; Various Embellishranged like those of a wagon, and four
ments Are Available.
seats for riders, two in front and two
hose reel, roThe practicability of unbleached behind, and carrying a
was exhibited recently
muslin needs no alibi, and is therefore tary pump, etc.,
In Paris. The machine Is Intended as
easily understandable as a medium for a Are
engine In small towns. When
obvious
qualThis
frocks.
girls' play
the scene of fire Is reached the pednls
handmake
not
for
does
which
ity
with the pump,
someness
is entirely overcome by the are thrown Into gear
hose is unrolled, and the riders, rethe
such
of
use
delightful embellishments,
their seats, wirk the pump by
as cretonne applications, worsted em- suming
It Is claimed
means of the pedals.
broideries and tinted linen applicathis machine can outstrip any fire
that
tions.
engine drawn by horses on the way to
One firm showed a group of these a
conflagration, and that Its pump Is
dresses, which lay their origin to Paul at least as effective as those of the
Polret. The dresses Included a num- hand engines used in many towns.
ber that were made for fourteen-year-ol- d
girls, and, like the smaller sizes,
The poorest Arab woman paints her
also showed bloomer attachments.
with kohl to make them appear
eyes
cretonne
of
patterns,
Large motifs
are larger and more brilliant.
flowers and
Material

Splendid

s

in Little Red Packages

MUSLIN FOR GIRLS' DRESSES
Unbleached

food-iro- n

g

Betweeri'Meal Raisins
5c Everywhere

tints.

for

Women in Serbia.
suffragists In Serbia, write
Mrs. Slucko Grouitch, wife of the Jugoslav minister to the United States, Interest themselves not only in legislation that give women equality before the law, but are also sponsoring
legislation for the protection of child
lubur. In addition to continued enWoman

deavor to raise help for the Serbian
aid fund, to which Mrs. Grouitch has
rendered such sustained service, she
Is now asking for support also for
some of the distinctive movements,
such as woman suffrage, which are
making for the permanent reconstruction of that country.
Some Display.
"Will knickers dor
"I don't see why not. There's about
the same length of hosiery exhibited."

Louisville

Courier-Journa-

l.

Companion to the Goodyear
Tread
All-Weath-

er

Parasol Handles.

Parasol handles are as varied and
Interesting as the covers, some being
hand painted, many hand carved and
studded with semiprecious
some
stones.

-

Fabric Promises to Have Definite Re or huge, soft artificial flowers. Many
have the shirred brim, which Is pevival; Picturesque and Smart
culiar in that It may be pulled or
Designs Hold Over.
shaped anew each time it Is worn
It is at Cannes that the really warm the stiff shirring holding It in position.
weather fashions, originated In Paris, Lnnvln features great flowers of tintare first seen, and Judging from the ed organdie, on hats of crln or crepe
season there, avers uoou de chine, the crisp petals being formed
opening
Housekeeping Magazine, one of the with the greatest precision.
most Interesting features is that or
Organdie is also used In the unusual
gandie is going to have a very definite collars, cuffs, vest and sleeves, which
In France, organdie nas two one sees on many of the kasha or
revival.
moods the picturesque and the smart. serge frocks to which the Parlslenne Is
In Its former mood, we find it In dainty still faithful, and Is the Inevitable acsummer dresses in white or colors, companiment of the linen frocks one
with flounced or "petal" paneled skirts sees at the resorts.
corsage.
below a simple,
It Is girdled with gold or silver ribbon,
SUMMER, TUB SILK DRESSES
flower wreaths or beads, and one occasionally sees the white organdie frock Shirting Material la Being Used; II
with a "sweet blue ribbon" at the
Also Suitable for Dresses
waist. Then, again, it becomes a party
for the Children.
unexof
the
love
Parlsienne's
to the
black
with
forces
loins
pected, and
Tub silk dresses are In vogue this
felt and becomes a typically Parisian summer, and while washable crepes
A very smart costume nao a are much to the fore, perhaps the most
hat.
white oreandle overblouse, with an practical and least expensive of these
undersllp of green crepe marocain of dresses are made of shirting; silks.
which the plain wide nelt was also of The same silks that are usually sold
crepe marocain and caugnt witn a for men's shirts are being bought in
of
Urge gold buckle. The variations ex- large quantities by women for their
own appareling, and dainty and servthe organdie mode are many andx
iceable dresses for children are also
tend to the entire wardrobe.
Huts made wholly or partly of the made of these shirting silks. Whether
same material are worn with these or for children or grownups, tub silk
or dresses are usually made on somegandie frocks, In either matching
wide
what plain or tailored lines, with no
colors.
Many
picture
contrasting
hat are made of white or colored or ruffling or bouffant effects. Pipings or
Is the bindings of ribbon or fabric in congandie, and a new departure
wiui trasting color provide the popular
tnmmea
black organdie hat,
brilliant-colore- d
trimming touch, if trimming la used
great flowera made of soft,
quill clusters of bright quills, at all
short-sleeve- d

cr

also in this lunch.
Vital men eat like this and resist
the weather. Don't work their digestion because they want to work their
brains.
Try it for a few days and you'll
feel better.

Nothing can compete with the gingThis
ham frock for morning wear.
is one of lavender and white check.

ORGANDIES POPULAR IN FRANCE
v

hot-wcath-

!

Raisins
one cool glass of
milk. Big men don't need more.
290 calories of energizing nutriment in the little raisins. Pure fruit
sugar, practically predigested so it
acts almost immediately, yet doesn't
tax digestion and thus heat the btood.

Transport.
Loose hay is a bulky product and extremely difficult to handle In large
quantities. Before the practice of
pressing hay Into bales became common it was difficult and expensive to
transport this feed except to the extent of loading It on wagons and hauling it to a nearby town or city. As a
result, the matter of supply and demand was quite largely local, and frequently there was wide variation in
prices offered in different localities.
With the coming of the hay press, it
was possible to put hay Into bales
which were easily handled, greatly reducing the space required for a given
amount of hay, and making it possible
to transport hay for long distances at
costs which were not prohibitive.

an ideal

Two packages luscious Little

trees,
such as birds,
cut out and applied to the dress, which
Is of the simplest slip composition,
worn with and without belts. Worsted
stitching is frequently introduced,
forming a line of continuity In the
applied figures. One model Introduced
a motif worked out In painted linen.

Perfect Dry Mash holder.
ward a few inches to support also an
alighting perfh, on which the hens
The same
can stand while eating.
arrangement, but with a shorter box,
would serve admirably to hold the
water pall or fountain. Farm Journal.

POPULAR GINGHAM

Had Your Iron Today?

-

one-hul-

FOSTER MILBURN CO., BUFFALO, N. Y.

Aaaurv til
In Evryjar

of Much Benefit.

Shades Fashionable for
lady's Outdoor Togs.

All

h

DOAN'SIV
WATCH
THE BIG 4
--

a

Form Is

h

atoop over, because
of the sharp pains
which always hurt
me when I straightened a k a 1 n. My
head ached and I felt drowsy and run
Dean's Kidney Pills gave me
down.
fine' rerfet, and I soon felt well again.
Cm Don't at An Store, 60e a Bel

Stomach-Kidne- y

a

in Any

Many Wear Purple

d

J. B.
423 Walnut
St, Fort Morgan,
Colo., says: "For
a lonar time I suf- 33fered with pains In
DacK ana siaes.
ijmy
ZJI hardly dared to
Mrs.

mmhi'

Si' .',

their ware as "porous" In the mistaken belief that this Is a desirable
quality, whereas the contrary Is true.
Ample Entry for Water.
Only a brief consideration of the
matter should be sufficient to convince
the most skeptical that the openings
between the tiles afford ample entry
for the water and why should the
water force an entry through the
walls when the open door is there?
The processes of manufacture do not
permit of a tile with absolutely true
Pick out two of
and smooth ends.
ones and
the most perfectly-shapeIt will be found that one cannot abut
them together without leaving a conIn the ordinary
siderable opening.
an opening of at
run of
inch is to be expectleast
Inch around the
ed.
This
tile, gives
periphery of, say,
f
an entrance of two and
square inches at each Joint. Thus in
eleven Joints a length of only twelve
drain there is an
feet of
entrance area equal to the
area of the tile. In a drain of
only moderate length there Is likely
to be available a dozen times more
opening than the Interior capacity of
the tile can makeuse of.
Porosity Not Wanted.
One need not fear that the water
cannot enter the tile. Place them as
close together as possible, turning
them around to get the closest possiThere need be no hesitation
ble fit.
In the use of
tile, or, if
available, sewer pipe with "bell" ends.
Durability and strength are the qualIn fact,
ities wanted not porosity.
usually means Inferiority,
porosity
and is to be avoided, especially where
the tile are laid above the frost line
or so close to the surface as to be affected by the wheels of vehicles or
heavy farm machinery.

Does every day mean just another
day of suffering? Are you lame, atiS
and achy tortured with a nerve-rackinbackache? Surely there's a reason
why you feet so badly and likely it's
weakened kidneys. When the kidneys
ail, poisons accumulate and upset the
whole system. That's why you have constant backache and sharp, stabbing
twinges. You may have headaches,
nervous and dizzy spells with annoying
bladder irregularities. Don't risk serious kidney disease. Use Doan'i Kidney Pflla. Doan't have helped thousands and should help you.
your

neighbor!

CAPACITY"

ADVOCATE, RESERVE, NEW MEXICO

By long wear, superior traction,' freedom from
skidding, and ultimate economy, the Goodyear
Tread has won unquestioned
leadership.
As a companion to this tire there is the Good
Fabric
year 30 x 3tf Cross-Ri- b
Built of the same high grade Egyptian fabric
And with a long wearing but differently designed
tread, this tire offers unusual value.
Over 5,000,000 of these tires have been sold
in the last five years.
Their quality and serviceability have proven
to thousands of motorists the folly of buying
unknown and unguaranteed tires of lower price.
Ask your Goodyear Service Station Dealer to
explain their advantages.
er

m

30x3', AllAVeatherCord $16.25
30x3', All. Weather Fabric 13.50

.

10.95

30x3'i Heavy TourUtTube
30x34 Regular Tube . . .

2.80
2.25

30x3'2

Tkiu

Western Miit

08c

CroM-Rl-

ftiui

lor

Fabric

b

MWaf

Wes
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Gives New Life to Old Stockings
Putnam Fadeless Dyes -- dyes or tints as you wish

THiJ - RESERVE
FOREIGN

THE WORLD IN

ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

NEW MEXICO

Taft Plants Tree at Home of Washington's Forbears

(J. S. TO CONTROL

Great Britain has censed entirely to
manufacture poison gas except for experimental purposes. Premier Uoyd
George announced In the House of
AND GOAL
From All Over ; '':.
Commons recently.
Secretary Edwin Denby of the American navy nnrrowly escaped death at
NATIONAL EMERGENCY AT HAND
Peking In an airplane accident. When
A BRIEF RECORD OF PASSING
flying at a height of 4,000 feet over
"AST OF MISSISSIPPI,
EVENTS IN THIS AND FORthe gre.it wall, the engine of the plane
' IS CLAIM,
EIGN COU TRIES.
broke down. The machine was demolThe Fourth Annual Amedcnn Le
ished in landing, but Mr. Denby was gion State Convention to be held In
uninjured.
Douglas; Ariz., Sept. 18, 19 and 20.
Former enemy aliens will be adL. P.' Beck, a ranchman living at
FIXED
ARE
DISPATCHES mitted
IN LATE
to the British crown colony til Five Mile," thirty miles up the Pecos PRIORITIES
Hongkong with the expiration of the valley from itoswell, N. M was killed
ordinance next month, the when ho became entangled In a rope
THAT chairman of the Chamber of Com- and was drugged to death by a mule.
FUEL DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM IS
DOINGS AND HAPPENINGS
merce of Hongkong learned from the
William Acker,, confessed accomplice
MARK THE PROGRESS
SY FEDERAL ...
government sources. The ordinance In the assault on Ivor EngeV wlig fllod
OF THE AGE.
)ARD.
will not be renewed, be was Informed. 1 in a
a
in
as
ot
I'rescott
ri'pult
hospital
Former 1'remler Orlando, after an
Denting nnu siaumng sunureu june
hour's consultation with King Victor 11, pleaded not guilty when he was ar
Emmanuel In Home, Is reported to raigned before Justice of the Peace
WESTERN
Wushlnglon. Support of the railroad
liave refused to form a cabinet to sucMcLane on a formal charge of murder. labor board us the only agency created
Burglars broke open eighty vaults on
six floors of tlii) Paulson building In ceed that of Premier Facta, which re- Acker was held for trial without bull by law for handling the transportation
recently. Signor Orlando, who
Mrs. Clara Phillips was arrested at tleup, acceleration of coal production
Spokane, Wash., and stole In excess nt. signed
has been discussing the situation with
Tucson, Ariz., charged with the slay under government protection and
$Ji.uO(. Tliis is the lamest burglary
committed In Spokane, according all the lenders of the various constituing in Los Angeles. of Mrs.. Alberta
fuel distribution were given by
tional groups of the chamber, Is sab) to
to local police.
Meadows, tviio was beaten to death administration spokesmen as. the three'
have
the
declared
himself
against
Chris Chiolis. 2S, was Instantly killed
with a hammer' nnd a boulder. The
polcabinet.
arrest wasVaseU upon admissions, said fumlumenfaloMlie government's inand Charles V. Herman, SS,..wns .lij- formation of a
crisis
wild
were
There
the
scenes
on
to have been made to the sheriff by icy toward the' "Industrial
jtirod, possibly fatally, when the automobile they bad entered In the races nt bourse as values of the German mark her husband, A. L. Phillips, a Los An volved in the coal and railroad strikes.
The first step" toward control of dean amusement resoet hear fluctuated In consequence of newspa- geles oil promoter.
Lugoon,
Salt I.ake City, plunged through the per announcements that the allies
J. D. Whltten was taken into cus pleted transportation facilities and c,oal
were going to take over control of Gerfence.
tody In Miami, Ariz., on a warrant supply came shortly afterward In a
man: finances. There was considerable
Two hundred ivnd twenty-fivCamp
him with murder In connec- statement from the Interstate Comcharging
Fire Girls were forced to flee for their dealing In foreign securities. The murk tion wltli tlrfj killing In Angleton, Tex., merce Commislflou, declaring that an
to
one
went
dollar.
r3,r
for
American
lives before a format fire that swept
in Februnry', of an' alleged member of emergency existed in the territory east
One newspaper spoke of allied finandown on their summer camp on Vash-othe Ku Kliric IUan and the .wounding of
the Mississippi which required the
recial
a
as
to
control
"tantamount
islnud in Paget sound. The young
of another man In what was said to
of all
commlsslci to direct the
refugees were hurried aboard u steam- ceivership for Germany." Another have been a klan raid on a rooming essential commodities androuting
to fix prefcalled It "slavery."
er bound for Seattle.
house where Whltten and his wife erence and
priority status to control
Fighting around Shluchow, seven were living.
Jeffrey Illldreth and his slayer,
;
movement of food and fuel.
miles
of
north
has
resulted
Canton,
Fft.ll
Monte I. Hose, sleep togt'thej'.Lo
Preliminary plans are.beiog uiade by.
TfieJ
"order
followed
for
t.1
Shen
General
by.
priori
yns.
favorably
Kiver cemetery lit Redding, Calif. They
officers of the Chamber of Commerce,;
forces, according to reports to the Farm Bureau and the New' Mexico a "general serVibe order" from the
bad been friends for several score
These say the troops of Dr.
"all common car
years until n law suit estranged them Chen.
College of Agriculture and Mechanic commission, notifying
and led to a quarrel as a result of Sun Vat Sen, whose south China gov Arts for the entertainment of officers riers" that an emergency existed which which llnse slew Ilildreth arid then ernment Chen overthrew, have re- and delegates of,the Horse and Cattle required them to disregard usual routtreated miles. These forces were par.t
himself.
OivnveiyAiyutpnijrf New Mexfc'o, tg' practice,. (jeighj rato divisions, nnd
Thonins Lynch, his wifoMiiry,. their of the body Sun threw Into Kiengsl which will have its fall lueetlhg in Las iruiiie HTOtuiieiiu,iis.sf. as. ,to onuun
whose return to Ivwangtung,
Cruees and at State College next Sep tlie most expeditious movement of es
l:iUL'hler, Knlherine, age.(K' 4, nnd province,
Sun anticipated, would enable him to tember or October.
sential freights.
nephew, I'blllp, iiged 3, were killed and
Two orders both based on its
Commercial truckicrons most nrom- four oilier members. of the Lynch fam- regain bis lost cnpltol, Canton.
iMt emergency
Limerick Is completely In possession IstngiftSf
carliit (juaiitl-'.- ,
ily ami another wifmnn Suffered burns'
prft$t$v.)n
official..kvere-- issued;' ,by the Comwhich are expected to prove fatal In of the Free State forces, It Is
ties in the Irrigated valleys of the Rib ,rim
ly announced in Dublin, but no dot nils Grande are
mission. The first directed railroads
a collision between the Lynch automoonions,
Spanish
cabbage,
bile and a street car in San Francisco. of the final engagement with the Ir- lettuce sninadi and caniulojisp, says ill over thtt United Stales to'disreirard
;'of
regular troops are glvenv; U'lflr Llijie-rh- 6v ii jfojp,.toatfm$ biniajrketfdg;'
Twenty men and women, passengers
and Waterford In-- the hands of Bureau of 'MarkeU aiifcrop Esti'ifavor'f suell routing' as
aboard the Tourist, nn excursion boat,
on
this
the
attack
would expedite movement and avoid
which became disabled ten. miles off the National forces,
mates, U. S. Department of Agriculline now has been openejl In earnest ture, in, ML renort of a survey made
,
ingestion, wlnle the second estab
Newport, fin the Orunfce
and a combined assault ; l.s'-- jnecJeB' receutlS; in '.the jejlll and
lished svsitfid-oHouth of Long Neaeh, ralrf.,ijyr' ressltlpuViits Over all roirtls'east
cued by tho fishing snuick Musicand, slftirtly. The Free Staters also have valleys.
were
of the Mississijpi.
brought to Long I!eacb. When 'the occupied Tullamore, where they
For gallant service, Harry D. StewMusic sighted the- Touristy the hiflSC jjeceived with enthusiasm and popu art, agent for the American Rjallwa.y
'Though .. the', preference .system
was wallowing In the 'tEough of the' lar rejjajlclng. They now dominate Express Company, hag been presented Sketched! i" tisi'C(ijifl;ihandu'te, enIn Los Angeles with a check for $1,000, titled Service Order Noi' 2:?,' said
sen, engine disabled nrfd n sail set to Kings county.
should be given In the move
GENERAL
an engraved gold watch and a letter
keep her head In the wind.
The Interstate Commerce CommisTerrorized, they said, by moonshin- of appreciation from George C. Taylor, ment of food, live stock, perishable
sion has authorized the Eldorado & ers overrunning the district, citizens of president of the company.
Stewart, products and coal and other fuels, all
Santa Fe. railroad to construct three the little town of KJngsdute, forty who resides In Los Angeles, killed one of its details were devoted to facilita
new lines In Chase and, Butler conn-tie- miles south, of Duluth, Miiux, have ap- bandit and .drove off .eight more dur- ting tlie goyerrtinent plan for dlstrlb- Kansas, nt a tfflrt f ?2,!17,1'.. pealed to state. and, ffijaral authorities ing att ;att&upt;:lu)ldurf "it' a train
weeks ago.
near Twaon--,
The company nns granted authority to'
aid, tlP'toting their village
issue $50,0H) of capital stock" and
the center of organized liquor
men In the southern part of coal cars to mines "for such special
.Cattle
a
was given the Atchison,
dealings, extending throughout Minne- New Mexico are cutting down trees to purposes as may from tinte to time be
& Santa V6 railroad to acquire
sota.
provide forage for cattle that are dying designated by the commission or its
of the Kldorado & Santa Vi,
agent therefor," the agent mentioned
announcement of the
by the scores, according to a lete.r re, Thenst
constructed.
lines
are
the
lifter
pew
agencies seeking to ulinu ceived bjl the New Mexico Cattle; and being the presidential committee which
Horse Growers' Association at Albuahqijt' a: resumption of work
Washington,
mi't1ii(r'Tiaving-beuni-arefor.
Hepulilican and Democratic senators (fl'r!lj1n shopmen, clerks, oilers and querque from Hugh L, Hodge of Silver speeiTfl"
carriers were directed to use all equipgroup's f maintenance of. way workers, 'City, a loading cattle man of that secJoined In demands for prompt payment
of American damage-- claims against having beAi1 that of ttie federal rail- tion: fiWip drought nnd hot winds have ment for transporting fuel, first to
common carriers;
Germany and Austria but differed as road litbui hoard to tho effect ;tbat the dried up and completely parched the railroads and other
bnnid contemplated no further ,luove grasfy the letter slutes, and wdt'gr Is second, to public utilities, street rail
to procedure during three hours- debut
on the bill of Senator Underwood of u.t pfesertt, has left the? country lyaltl tenrep. Conditions are called tlnJ'.most ways, power, light, gas, water and
sewer works, ice plants and hospitals;
J,
deplorable in years.
Alnhanm, the Democratic lejider,, which
ing .ten fntlilngMto .hammi,',;, .... ,.
i;Viiliitifti:Al!n While, editor oMh
Superior Judge S. L. Pattee bit No third, to governmental, local, slate and
proposed an American claims ojniqjs-- ,
fourth this applysion.
Emv .rill! .K.fttnjius) GiiotPo," who,, foe gales Jms set August 28 as the Aite for federal bodies, and
ing only to coal carriers reaching
a the opening of the fourth trial of
seveiai' days,' h
Failing to get action from the Soil
Pennsylvania Ohio, West.- Virginia,
Sllvas, accused of having particinte finance committee .majority,' Sen- placard lB..Mhe window of the Gazette
ator I.enroot, Republican, of ' Wiscon- of rice'., "'no' keeps his sign concealed pated in the bandit raid on Ruby, Ariz., Kenfncti.v, ;St nhessee and Alabam- alast August, In which Postmaster and for .sbipmecfi via Lake Erie port? to
sin, launehod his fight in the Seriate ti from the juililia The yellow poster
are' for the striking rail- Mrs. ,t. Frank Pearson were shot to Lake Superior ports. Domestic fuel
tlu::
limit to 00 per cent ml vulor6tii-tl- i
;
'nicr T.0? per cent," was removed death. In bis second trial Silvhs was coal generally was given the next
ties In the pending bill on
of a warrant convicted of the murder of Pearson place In the preference list.
both In the raw and the mumiFitctriivd
foVl(lwllig'Ktne Ts'sulng
In the routing orders, applying all
and whs sentenced to life imprisonmestale. His proposnl.met wltlr. slrarp op- ettifrglng "NtK Wh'ltd with violating
nt-JHis
third trial, for the murder over the Vnited States, the- commisCourt law. The editor
position from spokesmen fur the comsion required the roads to disregard
uiade bond tfor bis nppeart of Mrsc Pearson, ended in a
mittee and senutors engaged In 'the
jury standing 11 to 1 for con- existing contracts und agreements approduction of.wool, ,nd ther,e were fre- naep wb(mithciise Is cajlcd In the.Oo
'
viction.plying to freight revenue divisions.
quent nnd, nt times, sharp exchanges. tib()r term of the Jhstrlct Court.
HI'
(
sitilulion
Gordon
strike
of
.from...
the
Glore,
Nogales
survey
Federal
contractor,
coabprodueing
iperators
schooner sank In a' gale
listricls of six slates have been asked gives 010,000; lafciyra; on strike and.
Army Officers Held for Fraud.
'
in the'Gulf of California recently; was
.,
.
183,!KlO
Los Angeles, Calif. MaJ. Max Elser
stijl"iit wor.k.
by Secretary Ilmiuer to,
with the government and the. railroads . ,'tlU UiHiiadUUe prospect for per ! found, by a searching party wandering sf the United States army quarterIn a plan' (o Insure tile distribution of In the rullwa,: strike gone, strikers and aimlessly along the barren Sonora master corps and.Capt. Frank Tingley,
fuel to the carriers and' public uti- tallroads'liave. settled down to n test coast about seventvflve niltps wece nf also of the Cnitedr Klates imny, 'were
Negates,
Glore was clad only I&
lities and to proveif profiteering" ihrK
indicted by the federal grand jury
J of atrengtlK . The statement of Chair
the stWke enie'rgt'niy.
jand had not tasted food Iq sevhere, together with six dealers In
man r Hooper Of. the.Kullroad
en 11148. The rescue was effect'ed by
army soijVllos, changed, with conspirOrdinary expenditures of the govern- Jdrtlrd that the. board no longer was
ing to defrVtid th! Cfited Stales govment dur'ng the fiscal year' just eniged In peace negotiations left the a mrircliing party from Ajo, Ariz.;
Mhrinel Martinez and Placido Sllvas, ernment by manipulating sales of such
ft
he- Hosed fell off by l,;sy3,0(X,000
direct
situniipn ai'0,to
negotiation
rofKlti-HThe deal
murderers who escaped
.supplies at Camp Kearny.
compared with the previous year', twewt strike ' leiKiurii aim railway
ntly,'- were recaptured
disbursements clifcis! r attempts from other u.uar- while public debt
by a posse ers are Daniel, Joe and Ike Green-burheaded .by Sheriff Harry Saxon about
lien Sagarmsn; Edward Ilirsch
showed a decline of $2, 1M,XH),0fKV actwo and
f
miles southwest of and Allan llwfis! The Indictments
cording to n statement of classified exin
refineries
tin
,
."Although, jjasoUne
Aiimdo, which Is thirty miles north of were returned In the United States
penditures for the twelve months endL'nited States, are breaking all reconli Nogalfts. The slayers, exhausted and District Court and bench warrants
ing June 3(1. Issued by the treasury.
for production, the .esuvre supply l hnrdli- - pble to move, were discovered were ordered Issued.
In a comprehensive report submiIxing among rocks. Martinez (sender
tted to the Senate by Chairman Norrls "gas" for tlie.naUiuj;M,uloiiioblles.lj
Auwrhan sentence ot death and Sllvas is facing
Week.
Cloak Worker Want
of the Senate agricultural committee, steadily growing smajlerhe
,,dlstlos.e(.l ;.: In Nei a, term, of life imprisonment, for the
York. Practicully 50,000 workHenry Ford's offer for the purchase IJetroleumj.Institute
New
.
York recently. liMiiy, 111,0") baiv kMUng of Postmaster and Mrs. J, Bnnk ers In the cloak and suit Industry in
and lease of the government's
Itlated projects at Muscle Shoals, Ala., rels of motor fuel were refined, top- Pearson of Ruby, Ariz.., last August. this city left their Jobs in a general
The two escaped when Sheriff George
a
Is condemned In unusually strong lanping by oyer million barrels the. high- White of Santa Cruz
"stoppage" directed against the smallcounty, who was er manufac,'t.'VIrlt)f(
record made In Septemguage, while the Nebraska senator's est previous
establishments or
'
to
them
state
the
penitentiary, "sweatshops," said a statement Issued
4'et, according ;o the Inst- taking
Mil, proposing development
of the ber,
In
an
automobile accident
properties under a go . eminent owned itute's figures. If all production shoifl.il neu. Tucson.
of
by Benjamin Schleslnger,
Deputy Sheriff Leonard the International .Ladies'president
nnd controlled corporation, Is
ceitse simultaneously, there wolfld 1i
Garment
as "the most wonderful plan'' only 'eighty-twgallons' apiece foi' the Smith- also was fatally hurt, dying Workers' ..rnfirin. .?The., workers demand
automobiles registered Itithe from;;tlie injuries he suffered In the a
that has ever been proposed In. the his'week, pay for holiaccident.
"
count
tory of the country.- ',..4 '
days and time and a half for overtime.
President Harding has accepted the
Three' coiiiipanlea of Georgia" Ntt' vjimies Burke, aged 30, was almost In
Industry Paralysis Looms.
Invitation pf the Flathead Indians of lUihal; dimrdstiifm,
comprising .about stantly killed, his neck being broken,
CJhicngii.-i.Tlirailway strike, comMontana IP become jm honorary mcui-be- r U men with a nuiclilne gun untt, a'M when-- a heavy car turned over several bined with the coal strike, was being
a telegraph pole lh Santa
times
hit
qnd
.In-to
of their tribe, President (larding.
Wtiycross,: (in.,
home to the public through
nn'Miitrol duty
N. M. Another occupant of the car brought
In his reply of acceptance, said he had preyentffiirtlit'T.dfsor.ders In eonnqatlui Fe.
the announcements of leaders In sevvi?s"iiiihurt
and
the
was"
car
to
a
only eral industries that unless a
no objection
proposal .to, have a with the strike, of wane .1,800. ..union
speedy
mountain peak on the Indliln reservaworkers at the Atlantic Coal.: I.ln sllfli'fly damaged.
settlement was reached, closing of the
for
remodeling the Old
...
' shops In Waycross,
tion naiartd Mount Harding,
with resulting unemployment,
ilnnts
mill at Globe, Ariz.,
Three Japanese cruisers, the Iwnte,
Tire lack of unity between I'resident wheh Company's will
rationing of; fuel und food supplies,
carried out,
lncreaSfrflts caiHiiine and Asama,; mnklng" a world' Tll'sudskI of Poland, .and the Polish
from 700 tons per day;- to 1,000.. and , a ..crippling, of, public utilities
tour, visited at Log Angeles harbor dlcC foit' since the "beginning of the pacity
"and should Insure higher ertrac-h- n Service 'wbulirfinijf; V'SSteel plants,
ions
the
In,
ttle e'lts), fllj "be closed on
the only American port at which "the prs"nt cabinet crisis, seemed,
of metal and lower the cost of
wholesale scnle if present conditions
nipiadron will stop. Officials of the" view ofliome 'close observers of ttta 'git-- concentration,
to
General
according
;ontinue until August, uccording to
Japanese association entertained he Uifllon, .to be threatening to resolv It Manager W. Q. McBrlde.
self into somethlne Hha civil war.
the heud of a large steel corporation.
lersnncl of the ships.
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Tuft during his visit to England went tohulgrave manor, the home of George Washington's
The photograph shows him planting a yew tree there.
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Funeral of Germany's Murdered Foreign Minister
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The funeral of Dr. AValter Rathenau, the assassinated German foreign minister, was the occasion of a big demonstration in Berlin. The photograph shows the casket being carried from the relchstag building while an honor
guard of troops stands at attention.

world's meanest man

Harriman With 'No More War Banner
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Willium A. Day of Bedford, Ind., for
20 years a petty officer in the United
States navy, who was arrested In Chicago as a deserter and embezzler of
the $1,900 mess fund of the U. S. S.
Mississippi, which he deserted at San
Pedro, Cal., on December 1 last year.
Day is reported to have spent the
greater, part of his time since he deserted In sending messages to parents
stating their sons were (lead and asking for money. He is alleged to have
secured $10,000 this way and among
his victims was his own mother.

Mrs. J. Borden Harriman, member of the executive board of the National
Council for Reduction of Armaments, holding the "No More War" banner with
the unbroken circle of the flags of all nations, which will be raised over the
cfcincil headquarters as part of the international "No More War" demonstration to be carried out In fourteen nations July 29 and 30, the week-enpre.
ceding the anniversary of the outbreak of the World war.

Dallas Has First Marriage by Radio
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Headgear of Montenegro Natives.
The stundurd bearer who rode In
Jront of tlie bridal carriage In tlie
royal wedding procession at Belgrade,
wore the curious headgear worn by
tlie natives of Montenegro, both male
cap.
and female. This is tlie pork-pior kupa, which bears a border of
black silk as a token of mourning
for the Battle of Kossovo, where the
Serbs and other Christian Balkan nations were crushed by the Turks in

Ml

e

1389.

'

The crimson center signifies the
sea of blood in which the country
has been washed since then, nnd the
five gold bands round tlie cap represent the five centuries of Montenegro's stormy history following the defeat.
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She Knew Him.
Professor's Wife (to
hubby) Yes, Bertram, I think It will
do you good to go In bathing but
don't forget to dress yourself when
you're through.
absent-minde-

Miss Mable Brndy, and John H. Stoue, who were married via radio at
different siutions hi Dullus, Tex. The minister who performed the ceremonyi
was at a third station. The marriage vows were spoken by the minister,
and repented by the marital pair, via radio, the ceremony being capped by a
kiss, also via radio.
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r ONail. Polished'

Proprietary Medicines
Ha
Carbon

Paper
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Rouge

Perf times

Soft Drinks at the Fountain

Ice Cream
And

'

Face Lotions

STATIONARY and SCHOOL SUPPLIES

Typewriter Ribbons

"

Manicure Seta

:

Ices

Soaps Shampoos
Hair Tonics
'
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Brashes Nail Files

Candies

'

PAINTS OILS VARNISHES BRUSHES HOUSEHOLD HARDWARE LOCKS
Books Pencils

Cigars and Cigarettes

IT Has Been Our Pplicy to Giye Always the Best Service
At Prices Equalto Those At El Paso or Other Large Cities
Mail orders Solicited. All' Orders Filled and Forwarded

Pipes and Tobacco

j

Inks Tablets
ft.

In The Mail inflowing Receipt of Same.
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Lilly and Tom Mix
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grave solitude and deso-latlm- i,
vacant houses are pathetic
remlmlprs of empty
neglected
and forgotten by those able to take
best cure of them.
On old country roads you may often
Bee such habitations, seemingly eager
to proffer a smile of welcome, but
quite unable to do It.
Rank weeds are about the doors,
and
the walls are weather-wor-

stained, presenting altogether a sad
picture.
houses
And these vacant
started
(tayly In life; warm in friendship and
love, full or hope and aspiration.
rolled
As the years
by they
dreamed less and finally nank Into a
hojielpsg state of despondency.
Von may like vacant houses or not,
but there they are, telling In a language of their own of the days that
re departed and the joys that are done.
And what happens to vacant houses
happens In ;. far more lamentable
way to empty minds, whose owners
habitually neglect them, and pay for
their disregard the sharpest penalties,
at a time when their own reward

day that you are living In solitude In
a dreary dwelling, from which your
friends of old turn away In sadness.
You were so
In your
youth that you did not care to enlarge and beautify your thoughts.
Gradually you neglected this
duty until the weeds grew
nnd crowded out the flowers.
Too
proud to stand up straight and stretch
out your arms to embrace knowledge,
you sat down In Idleness or shirked
your opportunity.
Being now your own witness nnd
your own judge, there Is alas! no
possible escape from punishment.
The world has moved on and left
you behind In a wilderness of mold
and darkness, where you have time to
reflect and repent.
But, be It known, whatever your
age, you may yet Improve your vacant
house nnd make It a thing of beauty.
Women, as a rule, can do this more
readily than men, yet men at forty
nnd fifty have been known to form
studious habits and flood their old
vacant houses with light until Its
brilliancy Illuminated up the whole
world!
4

1923, by McClure
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BUSINESS

division of the
pod, or three-pronge- d
line of fate at Its end. The line of
fate runs up the center of the hand,
This sign shows great success In bust
ness. If the finger of Mercury Is tin'
usually long, In proportion to the other
fingers, It shows acquisitiveness and
care of money, and Is therefore a good
sign for a business person. If there
Is a short line running upward from
the line of life to or toward the finger
of Jupiter, which Is the Index or first
finger, It Is a sign of ambition that Is
or will be gratified. Last, look In the
center of the palm for a triangle that
is well formed.
This Indicates fore
by the Wheeler Syndicate,
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Inc.

should he munificent.

If

are wilfully neglecting your
allowing the weeds to grow
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about the doorway, you will find some
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For old ways.

Better days than yesterdays
Leave no time for sorrow
On them better fix your gaze
Today and tomorrow.

The declaration that early with
drawal of or drastic reduction In the
American marine occupation force In
Hayti would be followed certainly by
brigandage nnd revolution was made
In the report signed by Senator
Republican, Illinois, chairman, and Senators Oddle, Republican,
Nevada; Pomerene, Democrat, Ohio,
dnd Jones, Democrat, New Mexico,
who have held protracted hearings and
who recently toured Hayti and Santo

;

Don't waste time In fretting
For lost hours;
Don't waste time regretting
The lost (lowers.
Better hours are growing
Than memory can borrow ;
Sweeter Mowers are blowing
Today and tomorrow.

Domingo.

Don't waste time repining
O'er bad days;
Don't waste time declining
The good ways.

Smile and look around you,
And new courage borrow;
Better days surround you

,

!ii

Today mid tomorrow.
by

Will M. Mmipln.)
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HOW
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DO IT
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Industry
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vast majority.
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fortunately not inucesslble. You can
find out how they do It, It you try.
CI'KNIilXO your days addressing to
Nearly all of them have written, or
the world at large the question: will write, exactly how they did it.
"Mow do they do It?" Is not going to or If they do not they will tell others
bring you any Information.
who will put It on paper for you to see.
Vim will see In your travels the
And you will be very much surbanker, the railroad president, the prised to discover that in most cases
painter, the author all respected, all the one thing that did It was applica
useful, all getting a great denl out
of a life that they have, each in their
own way, nmde easier for others.
You will read, perhaps, that this
man Marled on a farm, that the other
began as an office boy, that the railroad president once wiped engines on
the line which he now rules.
Ami If you are normal the question
"How do they do II?" will occur to IIJIlllllllnillM
j on very frequently.
It la well to scrutinize your own
for these men will look much like shortcomings before calling attention
to those of your neighbors. "You have
oilier men; they will talk like other
a hole In your tall," aald the sieve to
men. They will have the same Interthe needle.
est In baseball scores and the outcome of a hlg prize fight.
VARIATIONSOF STANDARD SALAD
And It will be dillicult for you to
DRESSINGS.
understand .lust what it was that
In
them
the
placed
high positions they
be
MAYONNAISE dressing should
occupy, and kept them tlu;re.
and re
cream,
The answer to your question Is
main bo for a long time, if kept In a
Olive oil Is by far the
cool place.
most tasty to use In making mayon
nalse, but corn oil makes a very good
substitute, und as fur as appearance
Is concerned, Is equally as good.
THAT CHtAP ?AR Of
To vary mayonnaise add to three- y&u
fourths of a cupful two tablespoon
IHC'U&hT
Is tomato

The American rec

ord, however, was described as one
both 'of "failure and achievement."
There had been some "blunders" and
few instances of cruelty against na- -

mothers Cooi B oo

Snots

rmr

Library

sauce.

If you mean my Income
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Sure Relief
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water
Sure Relief
Hot
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Skin Troubles
Soothed

With Cuticura
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"This Is the first time In eight years

that I have been free from stomach

D

J. W. Fordney Announces His Retirement

one-hal-

one-four-

e

That should convince you
in these
columns is a profitable
proposition; that it will
bring business to your
store. The fact that the
other fellow advertises is
probably the reason he is
more business
getting
than is falling to you.
Would it not be well to
give the other fellow a
chance

that advertising

a

Russian dressing to one cupful of
mayonnaire add three tablespoonfuls
of chill sauce, two talilespooiifuls of ANNOUNCEMENT by
Represents
pimento cut In small pieces, one table- tive Joseph W. Fordney of Michiof
spoonful
tarragon vinegar, one tea gan that he will not seek
spoonful of chopped chives and threeto the house this full menns the probfourths of a tnhlespoonful of Worce- able elevutlon of Representative Green
stershire sauce.
of Iown, to the chairmanship of the
powerful ways and meuns committee
Lemon "illlng.
ut the session following March 4, 1923.
Boll together Ave minutes one cupMr, Green now ranks next to Mr.
ful of sugar,
f
tenspoonful of fordney In seniority among Republimelted butter,
cupful of wa- can members of the committee. He has
ter and the Juice of two lemons. Add served In the house for eleven years,
fills of tomato puree; this
two
eggs. Beat well; cool having previously for seventeen years
cooked down until very thick and put
Ice has not been continuous and hence
before using.
served as n Judge In the state courts
through a sieve.
he ranks below the lowan.
of
Iown.
two
add
riqiiante mayonnaise
If Representative Green becomes
of
Ohio
Butter Scotch.
of chopped olives and
Longworth
Representative
chairman
of the ways and means com
Is
In
order
next
one
Take
of
among
two
Republican
tnblecupful
sugar,
pickles.
mittee it is likely to affect the policies
of a members of the ways and means comCrenm mayonnaise Is prepared by spoonfuls of butter,
Is considered a possibility of the committee In some respects. Mr.
adding three or four tablespoonfuls of cupful of milk. Boll until It hairs. Use mittee. It
that Mr. Longworth may aspire to Green has disagreed with Mr. Fords
of a on spice cake.
whipped cream to
Mr. Longworth ney on various questions, such as
the chairmanship.
cupful of mayonnaise.
American valuation and high surtux
in a movement to overparticipated
one
add
Fig
Filling.
and
Chutney muyonnalse
throw the seniority system when the rates. Mr. Green Is lukewarm on the
one
Cook
i f chopped figs In
cupful
f
of
chutney.
tablespoonfuls
of American valuation and
f
cupful of water, the Juice of Republicans regained control of the question
f
Connelly inayonnulse- - add
has favored higher surtax rates on
would
been
house
have
and
lemon
nnd
probably
when
In
cool
stir
pow
cupful of cold boiled rice.
named chulrman of the ways and dividual incomes tnan Mr. Fordney.
Thousand Isle dressing to one dered sugar until thick. Use on layer means
committee Instead of Mr. FordCongressman Fordney has notified
rake.
f
of
add
mayonnaise
cupful
his home newspaper at Snglnaw, that
ney If that movement bad been sucone
oil.
salad
of
very slowly;
cupful
ho will not be a candidate for re
cessful.
tahlespiionful of tarragon vinegar,
Mr. Longworth has served In the election. He represents approximate!;
tenspoonful of paprika, one
I9ii, by Weitero NewBimuir Union.)
house longer than Mr. Green, the pres-M- t 200,000 people In six counUes. He is
teroi being his ninth, but his serv- - sixty-ninyears old,
one-hal-

You are reading this one.

assistant. Her new duties Include the
personal supervision of the laboring
force of 120 persons charwomen,
'ELL-AN-S
messengers, elevutor operators, en
gineers, watchmen and gardeners:
25$ and 754 Packages. Everywhere
everythfng that has to do with the
care and upkeep of the building and
I
grounds; the disbursement of funds FOR BURNS CUTS ITCH SORES
and the paying of the entire library 75c at stores; 85c by mail Address
force of 500, including the librarian New York
Drug Concern, New York
himself. On her personal staff are
eleven persons, headed by a chief
clerk. Each division has a chief.
Mrs. Woods brings to her Job nn
unusual knowledge, for a woman, of
During her husband's
engineering.
lifetime she aided him In writing his
technical papers and books on me
chanical engineering. After his death
Soap 25c, Ointment 25 mi SOc, Talcam 25c
In 1893 she became secretary to a lead
ing engineer of Chicago."
laontorfaahloui

one-thir-

chill

DIAMONDS AMI) WATCIfRN.
1IOI1 A l.l.L'.nr .n,ivi.M.ii v t'n ,
Jtfff. and Repalrlni,'. All orders promptly
ttnrlrl to. V.fit. 1879. 16th ft Ormmpa.

READ the
Y OU
Other Fellow's Ad

Webster

of the cellar, and I suspect I saw a
good deal In the corners that would
have escaped the eye of man."
Twenty-tw- o
years ago Mrs. Woods
became a clerk In the library. When-thsuperlntendency appointment was
offered her she was In chiyge of an
Important division of the copyright
office, with the highest salary paid
there except to the register and his

ANiFTjTeIIi

AKJIV AND NAVY GOODS Everything- In clothing, shoos, boots, harness, saddles, bridles, blankets and
Anderson llros.
camping; equipment.
1685 Arapahoe St., Denver
Pueblo,
Colorado nnd Cheyenne, Wyamlal

ducing?

Housekeeper of Congressional

are after.
Study and read their biographies
wherever you find. them. They will
answer for you a very Important
question. And If they can he'p you
Just u little toward exerting more
rOCSKKEBI'EH of a library Is Mrs.
energy nnd cherishing a little higher
A Hfirrlet DptCrnfTf Woarts rlnnfrli.
purpose, the time you spend in read-!nr of the late Rear Admiral DeKrafft,
about them will be paid for at
the rate of ninny thousand dollars an United States navy, and widow of Arthur T. Woods, professor of mechani
hour.
cal engineering In the University of
(Copyright by John Blake.)
Illinois. She has been appointed to
the post of what she culls "housekeeper" of the Library of Congress.
of
Officially she Is superintendent
buildings und grounds. She is the
first woman to get the Job.
"What are you, as a woman, going
to bring to this Job that it never had
before?" asked an Interviewer.
Illllllllllll
"A little keener vision as a houseof chopped chives, one keeper, perhaps; that's all. Women
tablespoiinful
tablespoonful of chopped parsley, one can see dirt, you know, where men
cannot.
of
I've Just made an Inspection
tablespoonful
green
neimera,
of a cupful of
chopped; and

1

tlves by members of the military force.
"In brief, under the treaty between
Hayti and the United States," the re
port said, "the peace of the republic,
the solvency of its government and the
security of Its people have been estab
lished for the first time for many
years.
In Justification of American inter
vention, the report said that "the
chronic anarchy Into which Hayti had
fullen, the exhaustion of Its credit,
the threatened Intervention of the Ger
man government and the actual landing of the French naval forces, all Im
periled the Monroe doctrine and led
the government of the United States
to take the successive steps set fortli
Refreshing Ignorance.
Mrs. Kawler "I can't do without
to establish order in Hayti, to help
coffee."
matutinal
Mrs. Newrlch
Institute a government as nearly rep my
'Is that a good brand? We've tried
resentative as might be, and to assure
the collaboration of the governments so many that are poor." Boston
of the United States and Huytl for Transcript.
the future maintenance of peace and
Going Down.
the development of the lluytlan
uiacKstone
is your wire still re
people."

other words

hurd work.
(Jenluses are men npart. They don't
know how they do It, and they can't
tell.
But successful business men and
lawyers and doctors are not geniuses,
they are merely men with good natural ability, and enough energy to
keep working till they get what they

Uncommon
Spncp

1

v.,

The committee found that, on the
American
administration In
whole,
Hayti had been of great benefit to
the Haytlnns and was so regarded, by

SlTtfetthStrfft, l)fnvfrolurlliU
CLEANKIH

trouble and It is all because of the
wonderful good Tanlac has done me,'
said Mrs. Frank Wllkle, 229 Cedar St.,
Syracuse. Mrs. Wllkle formerly resided In Buffalo and for two years was
matron of the State Reformatory at
Industry, N. Y.
'I was eating scarcely enough to
keep alive," she declared, "for I would
rather not touch a bite than suffer the
misery i kuw wuiuu luuuw. xuwu
sweet milk disagreed with me. I was
sick in bed for two and three days at
a time, and gaa on my stomach made
such awful pressure on my heart it
almost cut off my breath. I had horrible dreams at night and in the morn
ing was all tired out.
"Well, the longest day I live I will
praise Tanlac, for my improvement
has been simply remarkable, I have
no more heartburn, my appetite is
wonderful, I can eat most anything I
want, and my sleep Is sound and rest
ful. I am thoroughly delighted with
Tanlac. It is wonderful."
Tanlac is sold by all good druggist
Advertisement.

The committee deferred announce
ment of its findings on Dominican af
fairs "In view of the negotiations
happily begun between the State "department and the Dominican leaders
looking to the termination of military
government In Santo Domingo."

ONT wiMle time In sighing
I'or old days ;
Don't waste time In crying

102H

"Assuming that the present sitting
Democratic ranking committee members of the house will be
in
November," Mr. Fess said, "the con
duct of legislation will be transferred
under the control and direction of men
who come from a small section of the
country, If the Democrats win.
"For example, apiculture will come
under the direction of a member from
Arkansas; appropriations, Tennessee;
currency, Arkansas;
banking and
claims, Alabama;
foreign affairs,
Muryiand; education, Alabama; in
sular affairs, Tennessee ; interstate and
foreign commerce, Kentucky ; pensions,
Georgia ; invalid pensions, Missouri ;
Judiciary, Kentucky;" merchant marine, Texas ; labor, Texas ; military affairs, Kentucky ; naval affairs, Ten
nessee; patents, Tennessee; post office,
Florida
Georgia; public buildings,
civil service, Texas; rivers and har
bors, Louisiana ; roads, North Carolina ; rules, North Carolina ; war
claims, Florida ; ways and means,
North Carolina.

Domingo.

TODAY

(Copyright

TXTASHINGTON.
vv William R. Wood ofItepresentatlve
Indiana was
elected unanimously chairman of the
national Republican congressional committee ' to succeed Representative
Simeon D. Fess of Ohio, who retired
to run for United States senator from
Ohio. Mr. Wood has been vice chairman of the congressional committee
for six years. He has been a member
of congress for eight years.
Mr. Fess Issued a statement review
ing his achievements' as chairman
since lie assumed the position In 1918,
and emphasizing the need for con
tinued Hepubllcan domination.

SPUCIA1. HUSH SUllVKU aeeured If
you mention this pnper tvaea writing
flrma helofv.
MAIL US YOVIt IlllOKRN GLASSES
Cor repnlra. Our prices are reasonable.
we examine eyea at no

oi

Fess for Senator;. Wood Heads N.R.C.C.

INDEFINITE continuance of Ameri
can military occupation of Huytl,
but with a reduction of the marine
force, was recommended In a unani
mous report presented by the special
senate committee which for nine
months has been Investigating Ameri
can administration In Hayti and Santo

I V"HDIES SIX I

In-

dustry, N. Y., who says she is delighted with Tanlac since it restored her health after she suf
fered eight years.

cnarge. Free uoomet
YOTTR
HAVE
EYES.
FORD OPTICAL CO.

Senator Says: "Keep Marines in Hayti"
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at the State Reformatory at

APFAffiS

PERSON'S HAND

thought and intuition, valuable quail
.
ties In" business.
,

N. Y., formerly matron

NATIONAL CAPITAL

TN THE hand of a good man or worn
an of business the fingers are well
when held naturally, this
opened,
showii.g versatllty and
The mount of Mars, which lies below
the mount of Mercury the latter Is at
the base of the little linger), should be
because this
strong and
Indicates courage and willingness to
tuke risks when necessary.
An exceptionally favorable sign fur
a tnau or woman or business is a trl

self-relia-

,

MRS. FRANK WTLKIE, of Syra-cus-

Chrcteritict

f

By F. A. UMLKER

NEW MEXICO

How to Rend Your

jJ
and Tendencies the
Capabilities or Weak- neises That Male for Success or
Shown in Your Palm
Failure

Something to Think About
VACANT HOUSES

7T

Tr

A

ADVOCATE, RESERVE,

Gray Hair

la nauace4arjr

for you can hare
abundant hair

of tha oritrlnai
Balr Colot Rtatorcr. Safa
75 eenta.
M water try It. At all rood drnro-lBtar direct front
Oaaatt. Hawaii, Taaa.

Western Canada
Offers Health and Wealth
and has brought contentment and happiness
to thousands of home seekers and their families who have started on her FREE homesteads
or bought land at attractive prices. They have

established their own homes and secured prosg
perity and independence. In the great
sections of the prairie provinces there
is still to oe naa on osusy terms

Fertile Land

at $15

to $30 an Aore

land similar to that which through many
years has yielded from 20 to 45 bushels
of wheat to the acre oat, barley and flax
also in great abundance, while raising
horses, cattle, sheep and hogs is equally
of farmers in Western
Erofitable. Hundreds
raised crops in a single season
worth more than the whole cost of their land.
Healthful climate, rood neiehbora. churches.
schools, rural telephone, excellent markets
and shipping facilities. The climate and soil
offer inducements for almost every branch ol
The advantages for
agriculture.

Mlxd Farming
and Stock Raisins

Dairying:,

make a tremendous aoDeal to industrious
settlers wishing to improve their circumstances. For certificate entitling you
to reduced railway rates, illustrated
literature, maps, description at una
opportunities in Manitoba, Sas
icatcnewan. Alberta and Bri
tish Columbia, etc.. write

W. V. BENNETT
300

i Trust
Building
Omshs, Nsb.

Pelar--

I

To Read Your Ad
in These Columns?
INFORMATION

DEPARTMENT

inquiries answer
information gladly furnished without
cost. Address any firm above.
Uoiuinei'ciiil

National Committee on Boys and Girls
Club Work Will Award Free Trip
to Europe. .
A free trip to Europe with all ex
penses paid will be awarded the four
champion canning girls of the United
States In 1022. This is the largest
prize ever offered to the farm girls
thousand rural
of America. Fifty-fiv- e
girls who are members of the girls
clubs conducted by agricultural colleges, the U. S. Department of Agrare competing in
iculture
the contest. After the" local, county,
and state elimination contests ar4eld
there will be five interstate or sectional contests, the winners of which will
compete for final national honors at
Chicago dur'up the week of the International Live Stock Exposition. At
the final contest the honors and prize
trip will be awarded on the basis of
efficiency in demonstrating canning
methods, in Judging canned products,
and by the home canning record.
The American Committee for Devas
tated France is providing the prize
trip for the four girl winners and for
the three women leaders who will
train the winning teams. The contest
for the section comprising Colorado,
New Mexico, Arizona and Wyoming
will be held at the Colorado State Fair,
Pueblo, Colo.
Guards Protect Buffalo Tram Cars. s
.Buffalo, N.
armed
with riot guns and under orders to
shoot to kill rode the seventy-on- e
street cars which started out from the
car barns following a warning by
Mayor Schwab to Btrlklng carmen that
further rioting would have serious con
sequences. Two hand grenades were
exploded on the roof of the Cold
Spring car barns.
Suit Charges Coercion.
Denver. One of the most remark
able suits ever filed In a Denver court
was Instituted In the District Court by
Mrs. Margery Verner Mayo, daughter
of the lute
Verner Z.
Reed, with a view to taking the administration of her $5,000,000 estata
out of the hands of the Rev. David
T. O'Dwyer, who has been Its trustee.
The suit not only Involves millions, but
It names Mrs. Mary Dean Iteed, widow
of the
the mother ol
the plaintiff, as one of the defendunts,
and charges that she used undue influence to coerce her daughter into
signing papers creating the imtnenss
trust fund before she would consent
to her marriage to Paul ThobUro
Mayo.

Pastor Gets One Year Sentence.
Xenla, Ohio Kev. W. W. Culp,
Spring Valley pastor, pleaded guilty in
Probate Court here to abandoning hit
family and was sentenced to one year
In the Dayton, Ohio, workhouse
and
fined $500 and costs, as the result ol
his elopement with Esther Hughesr"
Man Held Month for Another's Crime.
San Francisco. For more than a
month George Anderson was In jail
here charged with grand larceny.- - He
had been Identified by the officers who

arrested him. He had been Identified
t

ii

as the man who had pawned the stolen
articles. His hundwriting had been de.

dared that of the thief. But he de

nied his guilt. Joseph Whelan was un
der arrest for petit larceny. He con
fessed, police say, to the crime for
which Anderson lins been paying. An-

derson was freed.

- THE RESERVE ADVOCATE, RESERVE, NEW MEXICO
tallied by the association. The lnrger
acres, val
portion, about twenty-twued at more than $1,000,000, was
bought of the city of Alexandria at
a nomlnul figure, which mnde It a gift.
Cereuienles of cornerstone laying
were planned for Nov. 4. the anniversary of the Inauguration of the
but have been
country's
advanced to early October. The day
Ground Already Broken for Class- times, except when used in ritual by has not yet been set, but the program
the Alexandria lodge, the entire tem- Includes
participation by President
ic Structure on Outskirts of
ple will be open to the public.
Harding, Chief Justice Taft and many
Maaonlo
Art
Gallery.
other notable and high government
Alexandria, Va.
Above the hall, which will rise In a officials.
will
clear story from the ground floor,
be a museum and Masonic art gallery.
JEFF DAVIS MONUMENT
COST IS PUT AT $2,500,000 Here will be placed Masonic portraits
and the many historic relics of Washington and the several other noted
Every Maaon In Country (o Be Asked Virginians who from time to time
have been members of the Alexandria
to Contribute $1, and Already
lodge.
$700,000 Hat Been Collected-H- all
A replica of the first lodge house
of Fame for Masons.
used by Alexandria lodge, which was
dedicated by Washington, will be InAlexandria, Va. With the turning cluded. Other souvenirs Include the
of the first sod on a beautiful spot on clock which stood beside Washington's
the outskirts of Alexandria, over bed, the pendulum cord of which was
looking the national capital, work has cut at the moment of his death ; a
I
begun on a memorial to George Wash- pocket knife given Washington by his
compaa
be
will
which
ington
fitting
mother, which was carried by him as
to the Lincoln Memorial
nion-piece
a boy and man; his old
the
in Washington.
I
chair he occupied as Worshipful MasThe edifice, a stately temple luspired ter and which was used for 122 years,
by Greek and Roman architecture, la and the Williams portrait of Washbeing erected by the combined efforts ington, which he approved.
of all the Masons mid Masonic orders
With these will also be placed the
In the United States, and will be a
spade used In the
tribute to Washington, the man nnd ceremony by Louis A. Watres, PresMuBon. It will be 200 feet from porident of the Masonic National Memortico to observation platform on the ial association.
top, and will be surrounded by an extract surroundThe
tensive landscaped garden to be ing the temple has already been ob- known as George Washington park. It
is expected that the memorial will be
completed in from four to five years.
The cost will be approximately
Must Serve Punishment

Masons to Honor

o

Firsl: President
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Your Skin is So Fragrant
and Smooth
Thli favorite Toilet Soap of three
generation! or lovely women la
pure like the rain water you use
in caring for your complexion.
Mail thle for free trial cake of

Lasting

hour-glas-

Refined

ground-breakin-

CouuTt &. Co., Dtpt. W. U.

Fulton St., New York Cltr
PleiM tend me a fret umple of Colgate's
Cuhmere Bouquet Soap, rragrint end pure,
Nome ....'....HHMWHn.M.H.wm,mMn.m,
Street or K. D. ...
n.n...
199
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Good aa Anything.
That'
We assume that one ot the diseases
for which, beer ia prescribed is
chicken snake bite.

I was smoking
my pipe when
it came to me"
Which may, or may not,
be a boost for Edgeworth
How many good ideas are born in a
pipe of tobaccol There is something
in the calm contentment of smoking a
ipipe that seems to open up the mind
.for new ideas.
A busy man, a thinker, whose brain
is crisscrossed with a thousand impressions, finds that smoking his pipe
wipes out most of the confusion, and
leaves his mind clean, so that the new
idea, the inspiration, has a much
better chance to make its impression
as if
wiped all the
chalk-marfrom the blackboard of
thtmiiid and invited new ideas, new
thoughts, and creative plans to
line themselves thereon.
Lots of men get good ideas when
shaving. Many more find their new
ideas when puffing away at the pipe.
The right kind of tobacco is an imr'
portant matter to a
though, like breathing-- he seldom
thinks of it. Having settled on a certain brand, it becomes a habit to buy
that. If the .tobacco just suits his
taste, it doesn't matter what its name
is or what it costs it becomes
his tobacco.
Edgeworth suits many men. We
presume there are some men who
wouldn't like Edgeworth. It is a
matter of individ
,

ual taste like eating onions.
But we have a

belief that there
rs

pipe-smoke-

not smok-

ing Edgeworth who
ought to be

who don't know
Edgeworth and
therefore have
no idea that
there is a tobacco that hits
their taste so
exactly that it
might nave been

Constructed of snowy marble and
white concrete, the columned structure
will tower high above the river and
will stand out from a background of
densely wooded hillsides.
Masons to Contribute.
Every Mason has been asked to contribute a dollar toward the fund, and
already more than $700,000 has been
collected.
Additional pledges bring
the figure to almost $1,000,000. Mason
ic orders and individuals contributing
$100 toward the fund will be placed
upon the honor charter roll to be kept
among the temple archives.
The building, according to architects,
will be after the style of memorials
to heroes placed at the harbor entrances of ancient Greek and Roman
cities. It. will be erected on a ridge
250 feet above the Potomac, and from
its tower, 200 feet higher, a grand
panorama of the City of Washington
will lie before the observer, as well
as of the country bordering upon
Mount Vernon.
The first floor will be given over
lurgely to a memorial hall, the com
manding feature of which will be a
heroic statue of Washington. However, as the memorlnl as a whole will
be dedicated also to the memories
of other great Masons of the country,
there will be available to the Grand
Lodges of each state space in the
memorial hall in which they may en-

ifes3K&wwiyK!

After four yenrs, work has been re
on the Jefferson Davis monu
ment which Is being erected nt Fair- view, Ky., the birthplace of the presl
dent of the Confederacy. Work on It
has been halted three times by lack
of funds. The shaft Is being mnde of
concrete and will stimd 351 feet high, WOULD TAKE MANY HEARSES

Electrical Industry.
COUNTRIES

Machine-Arrest-

Voting

made for them alone.
We want those men to try Edge-wort-h.
We would like to hand them
our pouch personally, but as that is
impossible, we'll do what we can.
The makers of Edgeworth will send
who
free samples to any
will ask for them. Simply send a postal
or a note asking for these free samples
and they'll come to you by the first
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Edgeworth comes in two forms
Ready-Rubband Plug Slice. In
either form it is a moist, fragrant tobacco that packs nicely, lights quickly
and burns freely and evenly.
We can't promise that Edgeworth
will make brilliant ideas come to you;
but we are sure you will have a delightful smoke and after all, that's
all that good tobacco is supposed to
ed

'
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give.

For free samples, address

yourpos-t-

al

or letter to Larus & Brother Company, 44 South 21st Street, Richmond, Va. If you will mention the
name and address of the dealer from
whom you usually buy your tobacco,
your courtesy will be appreciated.
To detail Tobacco Merchants If
your jobber cannot supply you with
Edgeworth, Larus & Brother Company will gladly send you prepaid by
carparcel post a one- - or
ton of any size of Edgeworth Plug
Slice or
for the same
price you would pay the jobber.
two-doz- en

Ready-Rubb-
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BEST BY TEST

The World's Greatest Baking Powder

shrine portraits or other tributes to Possesses Combination
of Special
Masons whose deeds place them be
Found in no Other
Qualities
side the First President.
Substance No Satisfactory
Such men as Paul Revere, representSubstitute Found.
ing Massachusetts; De Witt Clinton,
New York; Benjamin Franklin, PennWashington. Do you remember how
sylvania; Henry Clay, Lewis and
used to Bit before the old barrel
you
and
many
Clark, Blair, Randolph
in the parlor, or before that
stove
rebe
to
been
have
others
suggested
latrobe, watching the
as
membered thus
prominent
Masons.
glow of the cheery wluter fire through
"You may
The temple will be the active lodge the "isingluss windows?
furnace
quarters of Alexandria Washington think that since the basement troublethe
Lodge No. 22 A. F. and A. M., of has generally supplanted
which Washington was the first Mas- some pesky things the producers of
ter when it' was Lodge No. 89. Other "isinglass" must have long since gone
rooms surrounding the atrium will be bankrupt; but there's more demand
ever before, says the
given over to the uses of grand na- for it now than
tional bodies of the order. At all United States bureau of miues.
history-makin-

.V. HALUMET

You save when you buy it.
You save when you use it

sumed

As Perfect Insulator It Has Important and Varied Uses in

THREE

I

If you buy big can or cheap
baking powder you don't get
the Calumet quality.

Firms That Have Died Since Drop
Prices Would Make Large
Funeral.

Great Demand
IN

Have

PQWBEE

Never fails to produce pure
and wholesome bakings.

v..

Mica Now in

FOUND

Muflctt

The Economy mKURKG

Meted Out to His Son

--

I

!ETj

g

Herbert P, Vernier of Syracuse, N. Y., was sentenced to
serve five months In the Onondaga county Jail after he had
pleaded guilty, together with
his wife, to a charge that they
son, Kenkept their
neth, Imprisoned for five months
In an old dry goods box in the
coal cellar of their home. Mrs.
Vernier was sent to Jail for ten
days.
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COLGATE'S
Cashmere Bouquet Soap
Luxurious

.
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Any way, It was not Isinglass at all
the front of the stove. Had It been,
It would have lasted as long as paper,
for Isinglass Is made of the air blnV
ders of certain fish and Is a soluble
In

combustible substance. What really
was In tiie stove windows was mica,
one of the oddest of nntunil substances, and which is now one of the
greatest boons In the electrical industry as a perfect insulator. So important Is mica, In electrical goods, it is
declared, that ninny of the larger electrical supply manufacturing companies
own and operate their own mica mines.
Split Into Thin Plates.
Mica, says the bureau, includes a
group of several minerals characterized by a perfect basal cleavage by
virtue of which they may be split into
exceedingly thin plates.
How" often as a youngster did you
make wonderful finds of "gold" or
"silver" among the rock deposits near
the homestead?
Of course, the
dreams of wealth vanished when you
found the silvery or golden flukes
were only mien.
Such mica lias no
commercial value; it Is only when it
occurs In large deposits where It ap
pears In "books" fairly free from defects, varying In width and length
from a few Inches to feet and up to
six Inches or more in thickness it is
of value.
Of the several varieties of the min
eral only two are of commercial
value, the "muscovlle" or white mica,
and the "phlogoplte" or amber. India,
Canada and the United States are the
chief producers.
Has Special Qualities.
Mica possesses a combination
of
special qualities which Is found In no
other substance, consequently no satisfactory substitute lias been found.
Chief among these qualities are elastransticity, toughness, flexibility,
parency, ability to withstand excessive heat nnd sudden changes of tem
perature, high dielectric strength,
cleavnbility and resistance to decomposition.
An Important use of electrical mica
Is for interleaving between
the copper segments of commutators. Thin
films are used In vust numbers In condensers for magnetos and in wireless
apparatus. As sheets in greatly diversified shapes, or as washers and
tubes, mica is used extensively as nn
Insulator In dynamos nnd In various
appliances, In fuse boxes, sockets,

electric heaters, flatlrons,

tel-

ephones, etc.
As a
transparent memica Is still used In fursheet
dium,
Adoluh Nlilot. ollicial interpreter in tiie bureau of fire investigation, nace
sight holes, for heat screens,
New York fire department, with the voting muchine which he has Invented.
lamp chimneys, canopies nnd shades,
He Dlans to offer his patent rights to the city gratis. Mr. Niflot claims
particularly for gas mantles, also for
the machine makes either honest mistake or fraud virtually Impossible.
military lanterns and lantern slides.
nor
neither
and
of
electricity
and
requires
It is simple
operation
"foolproof
Its ability to withstand strains and
but
the
emblem
of
name
the
and
not
the
sees
party
voter
only
springs. The
shocks, combined with Its transparslot
beneath
In
a
a
ball
little
votes
by dropping
picture of each candidate. He
ency, has led to wide use in motor
the picture. In the case of dhshonesty the word "iraud" win appear outsiae
spectacles, divers' helmets,
goggles,
the
and
of
and
attention
to
attract
watchers,
police
the booth, n bell will ring
smoke
compass cards, gage
helmets,
to
until
leave
for
him
machine will "arrest" the voter, making it Impossible
fronts and In windows subject to
the booth Is unlocked from outside. Five minutes after closing the polls a shock such as on the conning towers
move of a lever will reveal on the picture of each candidate the exact number
of battleships.
of votas he has received.
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TEETH

OUT OF

STYLE

CANADA HAS STEADY GROWTH

GOLD

Recent

Present Trend Is to Preserve Tooth
and Make It Look as Much Like
Original as Possible.

Census

crease

Shows

In-

Healthy

In

Population, Despite
Losses Caused by War.

V

Gold teeth are going out of style,
Canada's census for 1021 Indicated a
total population of 8,7G0,4S0, distrib- according to practitioners and denial
uted as follows: New Brunswick,
The present trend Is to pre
experts.
; Nova Scotia,
.r)23,S.'i7 ; Prince Ed' serve the tooth to make It look as
near as possible like it was originally.
ward Island, 88,615; Quebec, 2,310,-00Ontario, 2,020,054; Mnnitobn, If Ibis can't be done the offending
013,008; British Columbia,
523,303; molar or incisor must be pulled out.
The Idea of pulling teeth "is some.Yukon, 4,1112; Northwest territories,
6,084, and Canadian navy, 4S5.
The thing comparatively new In American
gain for the whole Dominion during dentistry. The tendency was to save
was 1,600,000 or 21.5 per the tooth nt all costs.
But dentists
cent. The war cost the lives of 50.CSO hnve discovered that gold crowns are
Canadians killed In action, while
unhealtliful und permit foreign matter
more died from Indirect causes. to get into the teeth.
The percentage Increase In population
Bridge work also Is not as popuIs the same as that for Australia, while lar as it once was. To make a bridge
the Increase for New Zealand 20 per two good teeth were filed down as
gent was very little behind. In the Union anchors for the mass of gold in beof South Africa the Increase was 10.2 tween. If the bridge failed the two
per cent. The Prulrie provinces mnde good teeth on the ends went with It.
the most pronounced gain In Canada, Now dentists recommend a plate of
Alberta showing a 55 per cent In- false teeth Instead of the bridge.
crease; Saskatchewan over 53 per These being removable, are easily
cent, and Manitoba, 33 per cent. For kept clean. The dental science is now
the next ten years the unit of distribu- spending Its energies more on servtion for determining the membership iceable plates rather than on bridges
of parliament will be 30,250. This total or crowns. New York Sun.
Thyroid for the Bald.
is arrived at by dividing by 05 the
How baldness was cured by doses population of each province.
Eyea of Youth.
Wood There Is no accounting for
of thyroid gland is described In the
Lancet by Ir. H. W. Barber, physi
youthful Impulses.
Sugar-Bee- t
Seed.
cian In charge of the skin departPark Meaning what, may I In
seed Import
Much, of the sugar-bee- t
ment at Guy's hospital. A Dutch girl ed into the United States comes from quire?
'In a movie comedy the other day
who hud suffered from almost com- Germany, and Is received through the
I saw a big lion chasing one of the
ete baldness for several years was port of Gulveston. Scientific
given ten grains of thyroid gland dally
slapstick artists "
for several weeks. As a result hair is
"Uh, huh"
now growing freely over the whole of
"And a little kid In the audience
The most excellent manager Is the
her scalp.
one who never appears to manage.
yelled, 'Eun, ;ion, run.'
n
funeral passed your
Suppose
house with iiS.OfK) hearses, each hearse
containing an American business firm.
It would be impressive, wouldn't It?
It would ulso give you an accurate
Idea of the number of business failures since prices begun to tumble in
1H20,
May,
they
notwithstanding
haven't tumbled so very much for some
things. But don't get gloomy over It.
Standing on curbstones watching their
brethren go to Dun & Hradstreet's
cemetery, are nearly 2,000,000 business
organizations that have weathered the
storm. In two years of severe depression only one business in every
e
lias failed. The percentage
of fanners that have gone broke Is
larger. Business failures have totaled
about $UOO,000,000 a year In liabilities.
Assets hnve averaged about enough to
pay 50 per cent on the dollar. The net
loss has been about .$.'!00,000,0(H) a
year, or about $3 a year for each Amer
ican. Might be much worse, remarks
Capper's Weekly.
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Back to the
Grain Fields
for Health
GRAPE-NUT-

S

is a

regular "three

of the best food

quali-

ties of whole wheat flour and malted
barley, carefully mixed and slowly

baked
To develop all their appetizing flavor,

To preserve all their wholesomeness,
And to provide nature's "broom" that keeps the diges
tive system spick and span.
There's not a bit of artificial sweetening in Grape-Nut- s
it just becomes sweet of its own accord in the long baking.
how good it is with good milk
fresh or cooked, add to the delight of
morning, noon or sundown.

And that enticing flavor

or cream!
a dish of

Fruits,
Grape-Nut-

s,

too,

food no cooking needed.
It is a compact, ready-to-eWhy not try it for tomorrow's breakfast?
at

"There's a Reason"
Postum Cereal Co., Inc., Battle Creek, Mich.
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Del Fondo General $3.48122:! W THBj DISTRICT cofeT OTTO
Agente de Agricultura $350 00; '.SEVENTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
Animates THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO,
.Caminos
$26.74;
'Silvestrea koS,w; Saiuuiiuaa AND FOR THE COUNTY tF CATRON.
3ptt O0.
1249.20;- - Salai'ioa
The First Nation! Wnk yf ,:
&i
a
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(Transalation Regular Station

Jul 3rd, 1922)
Seaion
Kegular de lot
o
dc comiado del
de Catron. Nuevo Mexico et

i'a,

con-ilnU-

Juli.

d

otdeno
&scribno
procurar cerradurasde noche para Magdalena,
las puertas de afuera de la

1922.

Los aiguientea otieiales fueron
ureittes: S. J. Kidder, preai
acute uel cuerpo: Sr Anaatacio
coiuisiuuadua
Baca y VV.
del eondado; Stvt Baca, jVif
diputado; A T. Ohaves.eacribano
da cuiidadu.
a
Kl eacribano led loa
,
de las aesiones
loi cuales e aprobaron
segun leidos.
Una petition
preset to al
de Pirto No. 37 pidienrfo
Rue-e- ll
que ae nombre a J. V.
como Jnez de Paz para aquel
lugarya K. J. Howell como
eandeatable.
UDa peticion te presentd por 5m
votantes califkados de Spur Lake
pidiendo la creacion de uu precinto nuevo deaq uel lunar,
KESOLUCION: Que nusotroa
tot comiaionadoa del eondado de
Citron hemoa est dia creaflo un
wrecinto de votacion nuevo, qua
e conocera como precinto .de
lioiitado
Spur Lake, lo
tl nurte por el caninodel ettado,
uriento por la hilera nume.ro 19
oeate, at aur por al prdnto de'
Luna v tl oeato por la linet
divisoria oe A nitons.
Otra peticion te presentd por
58 votantea calitkadoe de Iriu
jchera pidiendo la creacion de un
jnuave precinto a ter cempuesto
Idel territoriq siguii nt:'
ante-riores-

CUi-rp-

You not only protect your
.
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made August
IE SWi. S.c. M.

ii,

mad

ir

Avlt,
NU.

If.

N.

W.,

P.

-

-

are. therefore," "futther
notified Vitt the taid alFeiratioiis
will be taken as confeated. and
your said entry will 'be caacellea
without jurthr nirht tope heard.
either before this office Ut fn
appeal, if you fail to file in thia
office within twenty
aflw
the FOUHTH publicstipn of "thisnonce, st anown oeiow.
yout an
:
swer, under oath. specifically
rspanding to these allegation
of contest. together, "with due
proof that yu 1iSTXferyd a
coof of yndr answer urn in saii
in person or by
contestanta either
" t
?s
regiaierea man.
You should state in your answer the name of the' post offii-to which jqu desire future
'
be aent to you. ' il "
a. M, PEKQERE. Kefcfster. 3
"first publication', h
"
July 2P.;1922.:
Date of "secoHd
publication,
July
'
'
You

-

ir-'.,'

-

,

MAGDALENA,

Ufdalntt

rvlagdalena Cafe
Cfcurteoue Treatment
:Gotfd Service
'Oie 'DeliiWWf'itbat the' Market Affords

'V All

'LI

NEW

MEXICO

Bank

New Mexico

5 per ctnt paid
en time deposits

KiaycUl JaUtution

mm

in Socorro County

TOUR PAT80NAQE SOLICITED

L

'

J

M

He.

ApPREClATS

AMD "WANT YOUR PATRON AXJK

IWaaietMMswiaMiaaaae
j

assssssessss

Madden

July

27

Deputy.
to Auguest 7.

Sonny Says- drug store that can give me
just what I want in tablets, pencils,
pens and other school things is
the etore that will get my trade."

that is just one part of the
fljodern service of our store. Not
j poly oil iotts of school supplies but
the many home needs of the
But

.'ajchool bpy will

Handy for Stationery
Buy it by the box, by the pound or
ia tablets. The very best grade
that you can secure for the price
wish to invest can be purchased
Jpu
a( saving in time and trouble.
W

For

I

GAUNT'O
Reserve,

LAWYER

be satisfactorily

Mwre(( nexe.

.

'

VW

.

Erst National

'

'

'

COMPANf

MAGDALENA MERCANTILE

.

;

I'

Shoet, etc,

frter

,

:

.i

n

' I'erf--

i

,

Dry Goods,

Nort-wai-

;

-

'.'.

Groceries,

i'

.

Date of tni'd publication. Ao- -'
gust 3rd ' 1922.
Dat of fourth, publication,- Au'
'v'-fttettO. 1922. :
.
Auirait iu

v

Hotel Aragon

.

Store

Gash

Turk,

-

27, 1922.

The

'm

tr

Datef

$2.00'

,

!:;

-

.

C.

RATES

advaciea

notid

suit, has been hied and it now
CdWIf
pending in to, Olif,r
the Seventh Judicial District of
the State of New Mexico, in and
for the County of Catron cus
No, 41. on the civil docket otaid
Court, in which the Firai fiatiia-a- l
Bank of Magdalena.a corporation, is the plaintiff and you are
defendant; that the: general
nature and objects of said suit
are as follows:
The plaintiff f eka. to tecvr
judgineVton a pioqftiajiory nol
datedi November 5, 19
due eta
months after date, calling for
the principal sum of $2,102.43.
and bearing interest at the r t
of ten per cent per annum from
date of nifcturit(y, ynti) t paid, on,
which there is - now due . the
principal sum $1,237! 52, togethei
with interest amounting to $283.
38. making the aggregate total
due on May 10, 1922, the sum of
$1520.9); and also upon a certain
promissory note dated November
3. 1920, due six months after date,
calling for the principal aura of

O

Ntl

Merfaiaa.'f4 m
ground lor ms contest ne tlieget
that entry man hm abandoned
aaia tanaa. ior. more- irrn
iour
. i
rears itat part ani next orior .t.iodate of affidavit; that hWabneiu
and default wu nut due military
or naval tervice of ' the Uuited
States or in any OrgannatiMr
connected therewith.
14

Qjt yeatr ta

dfeeridait,

Aad

Office,

Ki

'"SUBSCRIPTION"

SUJLT.

The Reserve Garage

.

hit

office

To A. J. Hsrper,
You are hereby

GENERAL MERCHANDISE

Me., Contortee:

this

ervice

-

corrobor.
duly
to con teat and
ed application
lecure the cancellation ...of your
038564
homestead Entry -- Non

Defendant,

NOTICE, OF

EDITOR AND GENERAL MANAGER.

uffiaM

'4ljf

mi-ta-

are hereby notined that
Carl W. Dth!. who give
Dstil,
New Henco, as hit ioet-oni- -,
addreaa, did on June t, 1922. ril,
You

:.(

A. J. Harpar,

...

-

?
Gaunt Buiidiug, Reserve, New Mexico,
ivffjTltyttAity at
iMia
naiiar at u postelhee at Recei ve New Mexico, under
ftjt etCongua at atarbh t, 1879.

.

Ft:, New Mexico.. July. 5th,
:
:
1922
To Encarnacion Stiz.of Quema
do.

ferrocarril

.

NP

.'

lL

WHEN IN NEED

OK CONTEST
of the - Interior,

Land

corpprajUfUi

VS.- -

T:

-

Statei

del

The RESERVE STATE BANK

nototro
Cuerpo de OxniHifunadQt del
eat
CQOitado de Catmn herno
a lo
dia iradq y cuceiiid
votantes, un precinto' de- votaoio.
nuevo que se connrera como el
precinto de Trir chera y lo cua:
incluira todo el territorio arriba
citado en dichi peticjun.
RESOLUTION; Sea, rtsuelto
que noaotros el cuerpo d corn iaionado hemoa eate dia tree
uaaedo del Fondo de ta Corte al
Fondo GeAeral del eondado (a to
se llama el Fondo Suspnd.id
procedimier.tot de lot Certiftcadoa
de Deuda, un milavoli la lumt
de $1,160.00
( un mil cieato
eienta dolarea)
KESOLUCION: Sea Reaueltu
que noaotrot loa comiaionadoa d
eondado nemos autorita.lo atte
dia al eacribano del eondado out
mande por alambre para la
venUnas y puertasde' afuerad
la case de eorte.
El Cuerpo ha nombrade
este
dia 4 Joseph Chavez com uJier
de la cata de corte.
El Cuerpo aprobd las aiguientes
cuentas.

United

'

RESOLUCIONjV:
Spa Reauetto:' j qui nosotros el
(Juerbo tdel Igualamier.to- - herno
a avaiuacion
rtustoiEAte!,"'dia
de $f 'w,iH)r acre
bre. loa- - ter
como
renos de dicna c
de, taaatlon
ef.afio de $3,635;op, and bearing iftterj
yair
AAA 4AA,AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAaAAAaAAaAAAAee)44WTT'
fS22.
at the rate of ten 'per cent per
.
A. ....
i
ar. l.M. rernn, represntantt-el- annum from
maturity until paid,
Cia'Glen Land
Cattle' on which
is now due the
there
ncurio al "Cuerpo
uespues te
tosumitir pruebas letfales, 'jue pi principal um of i $3.
r
with
interest
d
esta
una
compania-pogether
gabs
amounting
de bu .ganado. mayor en el to i350,47,making the aggregate
Of anithiny ii the 4in ofc
eondado de Grant. i1 Cuerpo'te-0aj- 6
1922. tht
la auma- de 56 cabeza de mountdi"d)i JiejiJtL
"and also' to
of
$3,585.47;
vacas, aumentada ppr el Cuerpo
foreclose a Cftin indenture pf
en su junu preyiaf
"4
mortgage made and; executed by
Tomas Gabaldon, se rebsj6 said
Harper,
defendant, A.
doseaballos
$50.00. and
certh
two
tp
given
lecyicft
Melquiades Arsgpn, se reba.
;
tain
promissory
hoe; ajhre
6L160,Op
j6 1400 borregos.
de agri u turn described, and also all interest
y implements
m
trial.
a
girt
$250.00 that may have r accrued thereon
El Cuerpo se retir6 hasta el and attorney fees of ten per cent
Al,
lo de Julio a las 9 A; M, a cual on amount unpaid, according' to
the tenor and effect of said notes,
bora y)diaseVeuniocon todos
como antes;.
upon ther folio wing ; defcritj
real estate situate iai the Cotuiitx
RESOLUCION;
Rrserrr, New Mexico
of
Catron, State of Ne wMexieo,
Sea.resuelto: que nosotros .el
eeeetee'a
' '
:
;;-- '
Cuerpo de' Igualamiento hemos
North-weThaEait Half (E) ef
convenido en dejar todos los a
QuarUr (NW oof Sectwn (18);
simientos minerle y tods a
wit Hair (WU or taoutatQtr-t-r
deiuaa propienad
(SEJ) andtMt Hair Ei
f tat
a ronvehir al conoclmiento reoi Southwcit Quariar (SWt) Of 8ctioa
hido de La Comision.de Tasacion Saven (7) ; the Weat Hair (Wt) or th
Genera! Kepairior,
;Lathe.Work
Quarter (SEt) and tha Eaat
por el Souiheaat
jelestadoy todo'hjecho
Hair (E4 or
Quarter
u
ones
en
c
elevar
a
uerpo
avaj
(SWi) of icion Eighteen (18); ih.
minerales en su junta previa es Northeait QuarUr (NED of tha
t
V
d Supplies
ta revocado.
Quarter (NW) or Section Nint-teeM, OUt,
(ID), all in Township On
(II
H. S Recorjj, ;rebajada 15
South of Ranife Sixteen (16) Watt,
Ce iBpere
f
vacas
pricta wltitothtr.
idfW
New Mexico Principal Meridian,
Jo.e A' in Chavsz, bajada
Plaintiff
ftjka for jud320 acres $640 00
EVERY JOB GUARkNTEED
in the sum ff $5,7.00,
El Eacribano aumitiq una carta gement
de Julias Backer pruletan,io de wth interest tq dett, of aale, an
I
that the above described lane
3
No
elevai ion nei l.a ep tu vaca
Phone
Aa; HIU. Manager.
Protestacion rehuada y la eleva
e sold according to lew and the
con fue sostfnido.
of such sale applied up
proceeds
Jos 'Gascia. St . Johns, Az
on
175 vacas, por habec si .in tne fm,otnt touna
do aumitido por Audon Gonzales. notes herein described, and for
J. O.Frazer, bajada. porpie all proper relief and the cost of
4ad pe.rs. $1,500.00; ;
MODSRN.IUP-Tthis action.
pATE
'' vResecve Mercantile Co.. ba You will also take notice tha
WATER
RUNNING
COLD
and
STbIA If HEATED
HQT
jada, eificiop, $650.00.
Reserve Hoapital, bajada, unless you enter your appearand
in said cause on or before the
edificios. $500.00. ., ;
J. A.Simmons'rb'ljjala. mon 16th day of September. 1922
tura. $25.00- judgement will be render
El Cuerpo reconsiderd la avai
against yqu r by default. To
uacion de; ganadd mayor y de names of
the fcttof weya foe tht
me nor en el candado jde Catron
W. B. Bun ton and
are
pltintifT
avaiuacion
de
resultando en fijar
Fred
$21.-0and their pos
sin
Nicholas,
mayor
por
rtT;
A.
ganado;
HKRMN
FUNKB.proprietor
claaificacion y $4.25 por ganado office and business addresses ar
menor sin claaif icacion con lea Socorro, New Mexico, . and MagOur
to
reducidas daiena, New Mexico, ;
Patrons
clases
Use
We
Please
Effort
,demas
j
Every
respect
proporcionamente.
ively.
El Cuerpo retir6 hasta 1:30
In Witness Whereof. I, hay
Service
. .The Best Meals and Diniai Room
P.M. a cual hnra se reunid. todas
;
'"-'
set my. baod andaffiien
hereunto
como
antes.
aaistiendo
":
a.': ;
r
i.
.:
Se oyo'la apelacion de Can- - the seal of said court this, th
's4XISrifDUR HQME'WHILft IN MAGDALENA
dalario Chavez, la cual fue rehu- adfl' y el aumento era sostemdo. 19th day of July, 1922.
s.
..
El Cuerpo He igualamiento
A. T- - Chavez.
prorrog6 a la 1 PM.
Clerk and Ex Officio
County
ATT.-;- .
Clerk of the District Court pi
' WltifJf ;,3U VISITS ADAUN A EAT AT;ttiE
'"
w ; Mexico
a Catron County,
A. T. Chavez. .''?'
Escribano de eondado,
W.
D.
By
Safety-Honesty-Cottrtesy-S-

RES0LUC10N: que

NOTICE

epresentantes
Santa Fe... .

baokin worries,

el

Department

o,

wth

2

4

.

Put your aavinf 10 w0rlt
the interest grow.
and
We watch both the prin
cipal apd inters for
you ;and relieve

ete

11-1-

eondado del Condado 4e Catron
reuni6 como Cuerpo de Igiiala-iiitjot30 de Jun'o, 1922; Ion si- kfuientes oficiales del eondado
asiitiendo: S. J. Kidder, Presi-lenl- e
del Cuerpo; Anastacio Baca
y W. J. Jqnes, Comisionados.
Re anesamiento hecho . por el
cutkm.i Ja pmpaflia t'co Santa
l"'e pacificHS 'fue- - protestado,
pot.
ieo. S. Howner y Sr. Taliaferro.
.4 cuerpo
habiendo oido amboi:

watted.

H. 10 2
N H. 1U
oete
N H. 10 11 12 oettt
N H. 1011 12 vests,
en el eondado de Catron,
Mexico.

d

1922.)
El Cuerpo de Comisionadou de

.

M oncy that's idle means' money

l

N

i

(Translation for Advocate-Boarf equalization June 30th

savings, but you get paid for
MYiqi
doing so whea you festat
ccouot at this bank

cualra

1

RESERVE PUBLISHING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.

iA RHEIN

!

de cot te. ,
Se concedid a A. T. Chavex
especial por sua
compensation
Servicioa de cuidar el tiempo y
de superintendar- - materiaies en
ia construcciou de la caaa de
corte. por seis tneses a $87.50
por met, menos to adelantado
hastaesta fecha, $270 00.
El Cuerpo remiiio haata la
proximn junta regular 6 al inacdy
;
del pjiesidente.
ATTo.
A. T. Chavez.
Eacribano uel tondauo
cuHa

proced-imiento-

Cab.

TftERteERVE ADVOCATE

ta
can thaw an array of tints and
larfa' enough to include your favorite.
tex-tur-

.

.

'PHARMACY,
New Mexieo.

Twenty New Sunt
Fifty-Tw- o
Quadrillion $1$
the earth when jt is stated that!
From The Earth,
bulk than our. sub. The lesser is an
SATURDAY
EVERY
200 miles
airplane traveling
nn t ...
J
l'iscovered. ,;
thought to be 63 titnee heavier. u ii iiuur wuuiu
require su Dinion
as bright.
75.
000
One
ia
times)
to reach the pewly dia
Thru a 72 inch reflector tele- years
the other 12.000 times) as bright covered
scope in the Victoris B. C. ob One ettifnated to fc JWWt
planets from the earth
GOOD PICTURES aery
it
thn Mght which
travels at the rate
story. $r. Plaskett- - hs dis
covered 20 new suns. One of the
of 4W,G$J npHes a second would
more msasive of the; suns it be
RESERVE THEATRE lieved to be 75 times larger ia Some idea can be gaiinad aa to require 6,000,000 years for thd
(he distance theesiune irsfrow passage.
MAGDALEN A,

NEW

MEXICO.

U

.

